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Miss Mariel Hopkins
H� Demonstraticn Agent
,
,Y\UDa County
1955.
c. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCearn:,ISHMENTS
(a) Highlights
Adult Work
Nine Hale Demonstration Clubs and tour associate club,? have held
one hundred and eighty-two meetings during tm Year nth an attend­
ance of three thousand nine hundred and sixty-seven! Of these
eighty-four 'Were attended by tie Agent with a total at�ndance .ot
two thousand and eighty.
. . '
To shOllI' hOll'the work has been divided during the past five years,
is tls follonng:-
Year Hooe Demonstraticn Agent
Days devoted Days devoted
to adult 'Work to 4-H 'Work
Assistant Hema DemonstratiCll
Agent
Dqs work in County
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
127
126
1.32
123
151
154
159
155
164
l44
148
(Adult) 21 (4-H)
,
229
In all years an effort has been made by the HClIlB ,DemQnStratiQ'l
Agent to divide the time equally between adult work and 4-H work.
Other than the above meetings, such organizations as the Business
and Professional. Wanen's Club, thB Zonta Club, tm D91ta. Kappa
Gamma Educational. Association, the American Associaticn of Univer­
sity War.o:m, Yuma Chapter Number 14, Order of the Eastern Star, have
been served by the Agent. A county-Wide program in nutriticn,
clothing and heme management was planned 'With the State Office and
has been carried out.
Nutrition
A leader meeting for tm Soutmrn part of tm County and another
for tm Nortmrn part of tl:e---County was mld in 1955. Subject,
"Outdoor Cookery", Mrs. Elsie Morris, Extension. Nutritionist 'Was
in charge.
Durin� the year, tm Agent has carried a program with all H� De­
monstration Clubs by' means of demonstrations, discussicns and work
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C. SUlt1lQA.RY OF ACTIVITlES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS (cant.)
(a) Highlights (cont.)
Nutrition(cant.)
Eetings. Subjects included have been: Christmas Foods, Hot Cross
Buns, Food Preservation by Canning and Freezing, "Good. Breakfast",
Uses of the Electric Fry Pan, "Rolled Tacos", Tak:ing the Guess Work
out of Jelly »a.ki.ng•.Results fran these meetings have been tabu­
lated and entered in the statistical report.
As in previous years, tle Agent bas found repetiticn among clubs
of nutritiQl leader meetings frcm previous years such as: "Impor­
tance of a Good Breaktast", "Foods, When Entertaining", "Meals that
Can Wait", "Salads fran Locall.y Gram Produce", "Favorite Jie.xican
Dishes", .. "Holiday Meals", "Grapefruit Desserts·, .. "tid-Dq lieals",
"Sate Reducing", ttBread�Making· •
As in previous years, tM Agent has answered inquiries and distri­
buted Extension Bulletins on freezing and canning of foods, child
care and training, gardening, menu plannjng, etc. In addition, a
bulletin board in the Agent I s office has served to dispense bulle­
tins on the various phaS$s of nutrition.
There bas been spread of intluence in all communities through local.
leaders and it is estimated that apprax:imately four lmndred families
have been assisted by the adult }rogram�
Clothing
Miss Helen Church, State Clothing Specialist bas been in Yuma Coun­
ty an. four separate Q9casicns during 1955 in the interest of the
Clothing Program. In Januar,-, accanpanied by Miss Alice Lynn, Fed­
eral Clothing Specialist, »:iss Church held a clothing techniques
work shop for tbe purpose or validating 4-H bulletin subject matter.
A group of 19 Yuma County 4-H girls, third year and advanced, were
used for the tests. In February and again in March, leader work­
shops in t� Mak:ing of Western Shirts were held. In April, Miss
C�ch was official Clothing Judge at the Yuma. County Fair. Sta­
tistical date far Clothing Leader meetings will be reported under
D XIV of this report.
There have been method demonstrations and work shops by tm Agent
and Leaders during til! year on: Pattern Alteration, Christmas Gift
Suggestions, Stay Stitching, Pressing, Accessories, Dress Altera­
tiCllS, Tailoring Techniques, Work Dresses, Altering Ready to Wear
Garments, Sewing Machine Cleaning and Adjusting, Making Dress Forms
There has been spread of influence· in all camn'Wlities through local
leaders and it is estimated that appraxima.tely four hundred and
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C. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS (cant.)
(a) Highlights (cont.)
ClothiJlg. (cont.)
fifty famUies have been assisted by the adul.t program.
Bane J4anage:oent and Family Eccnanics
Miss Grace Ryan, the State Specialist, was in YUlIB County an one
occasion far adult leader ueetings }:ertaining to her field of
'Work. In November, ·she was in charge er three Leaders Meetings
on tbe subject "Easier HoUsework". In the southern part of the
Count)" these neetiilgs featured a. series of short demonstratialS
on the subject. In the northern part of tie County it included
beat testing of irons and work on easier bed making. Results to
date of tollar up meetings on the Leaders meetings "Simplified
Shirt Ironing" and "Floor Coverings" held November, .1954, will
like'Wise be reported.
Tm 'Work or tm Specialist in {revious years on tle subjects "Im­
portance or Correct Lighting in tm Hone" and en nLmndry Methods"
. continue to be a topic of discussicn at, local me�tings. Vieeen
have adopted in good measure the methods taught. It is estimated
that four hundred and twenty-five families bave, during. the current
year, improved some phase of hcm:e l1£e because of, the teachings of
Miss Ryan.
As in {revious years,' household accounts are being kept by the
maj or: pcrtion of Hane Demonstration Club members. The practice is
in piU"t due to the Heme Demonstratian program. Harever, for sev­
eral years nOW', inccme tax returns hav:e been the biggest factor in
making the practice mandator.y.
Work on "Refinishing Furniture It continues to be practiced in the
County as a result or Leader neetings in 1949 and 19$0. The maki.ng
of slip covers and re-upholstery of furniture continue to. be prac­
ticed in all communities as a :resul.t of Home Demonstratian work.
llost of these practices are a result of demonstrations in previous
years. During the current year, demonstrations (2) or all day wcrk
meetings have been held by the Agent. Tmre has been a report of
.
fifteen such neetings being conducted by Leaders. There have been
otmrs not reported.
Junior Work
A combined report for 4-H Home Ecananics and Agricultural Club
work is being submitted in separate repert. However, since mere
than half tre Hooe Demonstration Agent I s time and practically all
of the Assistant HOlOO Demcnstration Agent's time was given to 4-H
club wcrk, it can scarcely be anitted from this report.
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C. SUWARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACC01:4P.LISHMENTS (cont.)
(a) Highlights (cont.)
Junior Work (cont.)
The Agents have supervised 4-H Hane Econanics projects in the Coun­
ty. In addition, tiDe has been spent With the preparation and
operation of such s�ci&l events as a Yuma County Fajr, County
Council l5eetings, County Leader Assooiation Meetings, Leader Tra:iJl­
ing Schools, delegations to 4-H Round-up and 4-H Camp, Recognition
Banquet, etc.
This year, for the third time, tm Junior'Agricultural Fair was
superceded by a real County Fair - the seccnd Yuma County Fair.
Horrever, except far change of location fran Crane School to a Fair
Grounds site just beyond the Country Club on Highway' 80, o�ration
of 4-H exhibits and activities 'Were similar to previous years.
This current year was hOl'tever, tts first year for the use of the
new Domestic Exhibits Building and time was spent by the Haoe De­
monstration Agent in assisting nth over-all plans and for 4-H ex­
hibit space in plrticular. 4-H exhibits were set up in canmunity
booths as usual. Two hundred and ninety-four Home Eccnaoic 4-H'ers
exhibited fram one to seven articles. Demonstrations were for tJs
third tiDe this year given on a sp3cial ,contest day prior to the
Fair. This was an improvement in every Viay over previous years and
has becom an established custan.
The Recognition Banquet was attended by approximately four hundred
4-H members, leaders, parents. and guests • Awards as in otbex-
years were made except for State awards. These had to be post­
poned until release dates set by the State office. This is the
first year for the banquet being handled pot-luck fashicn. It
proved a real success and almost doubled attendance at tm Banquet.
During the year., a total of twenty-three Hane Econanics Clubs have
been surervised by the Agents. This year, as tor the' past four
years, all clubs have been community clubs. School authorities
have played no pirt in organization or in operaticn.
Statistics
From the statistical report far tts Hane Demcnstration Agents is
tm follaving:
Days spent in Adult Wark • • • • • • •
Days spent in 4-H Club Work • • • • • •
Total far the year • • • • • • •
A�nt1
lLh
295
Assistant
Agent
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c. SUlIWARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACC01{P1lSHMENTS (cont.)
(a)· Highlights· (cont.)
Statistics (cant.)
Assistant
Agent
Days spent on Projects
Extensicn organizaticm and prog-
ram plannjng ••••••••• 90
House and surroundings, furnish-
ings and equipaent • • • • • • • 54
Haoe 1ianagement •••••••• 8
Clothing • • • • • • • • • 71
Foods and Nutrition •••••• 56
Health •••••••••
Community developm:mt and public
affairs • • • • • • • • • 16
Tctal fa: the year ••••• 295
(b) Local Factors Influencing the work of the Hane Demcnstraticn
Agent in Yuma County, is modified by local cCllditicns most of Which
have to do with topograpey and climate. For this reasCll, as· in
preVious years, a brier explanation seems. justified. While the to­
tal acreage ot Yuma County is in round figures, six millien, or
ene-twelfth of tl:e acreage of the entire State ·of Arizma, neverthe­
less, tm tOtal acres on which cultivated crops have been gr<ml has
been relatively sDBll. Comparative figures are as .tollOl'ls:
Irrigated acres 1950 80,000
1955 ·170,350
Po;eulatiCll
City of Yuma. 1950 9,000
1955 20,000
County 1955 45,000
With all this development, at present, the acres under cultivation
in Yuma County -are little less than three per cent of the total.
In general, this low percentage is due to unused land divided into
soil highly productive but without water supply and hard pan plus
caliche desert soil including small mountain ranges of comparatively
lor elevation. Of' the land under cultivation, apprarimately one­
third is farmed by tenants while two-thirds is arner-o�rated.
Tmre is, as in pt'evious years, a high �rcentage of shifting rural.
population. TIl! Be factors, that is distances to travel and large
transient population, make follar-up checks or much mare than aver­
age difficulty. Local leaders, als 0:' can not function as effectively
as ·in uan,. otmr sections.
Another lQJal factor influencing HaDe Demonstration work in Yuma
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c. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS (cont.)
(b) Local Factors (cOnt.)
-
County is tm Mexican population. Apprax:imately one-third of the
County is »exican. Of these Mexicans ally a small. percentage
(ap];ratimatel.y seven per cent) are naturalized. These are highly
patriarchal in family life. This accounts tar the fact that While
tm children are aecess:ible tor extension work through the 4-H
cJ.ub workJ the women are practical.l.y unapproachable. There are,
harever, wonen in our Hane Deminstration clubs who speak Spanish
. and who have acted as interpreters in all community pr-ojects.
1tlention should also be made ot the Indian popul.at1cn. There are
tiro Indian Beservations as follars:
(1) Colcrado River Agency located at Parker.
(2) 'Tis Oocopah Reservation, Located in the lover Yuma Valley.
Tmre. is a1.so tJ:s Fort Yuma Indian Agency located on Indian Hill,
in California, c:tLrectly across tm river tz:'OlD. Yuma.
For several years, the State policy was that Extension personnel
should·not work directly 1Iith Indians. Six years ago this policy
was done away 1I:i. th and steps were taken to carry an Extensicn prog­
ran With the ne... settlers in the Parker area as told later. For
this JrogramJ tm Agency Bane Econanist has been in charge and has
been of great value to the work.
(c) Form or OrgaDizatian
Yuma County Hane Demonstration Wark is organized under two head­
ings as tollars:
(1) Work with adults through regularly organized clubs; through
clubs other than those primarily organized far Hane Demonstration
work; through hane Visits; office and telephone. caJ.ls; through
individual and circular letters; through newspaper articles and ,
radio broadcasts.
Regularly organized Heme Demonstratim clubs include the follOWing
areas: (1) Yuma vicinity (2) Up�r Yuma Valley (3) Yuma-Mesa
(4) Sauerton (5) Gadsden (6) North & South Gila - (7) uVellton
(8)· Roll (9) Parker.
Ali Hare Demonstration Clubs have a roster of members in too Agent f s
office and notices of meetings are sent to each member.
Clubs prograns have been initiated at the County Hane Demmstration
Council neeting when club representatives, the Agent and State
Office representatives have formulated a calendar for specialists
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C. SUMMARY CF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS (cont.)
(c) Form or Organization (cont.)
work in the County and for subjects to be presented based on needs
and interests. As nearly as possible, programs for the clubs have
been planned on a yearly basis. Harever, dur�g the current year,
as in Jrevious years, it bas been ditficu:Lt to realize this can­
pletell'. Limiting factors have been: shift in interest; change
in dutie.s of club D!mbers; prolonged summer heat.
In the various subject matter fields in the adUlt :(rogram, the fol-
10llt'ing leader :ueetings with the State Specialists and the Home De­
monstration Agent in charge have been held:
February: "Making Western Shirts"
.
Miss Hal.. en Church, State Clothing Specialist
"Making Western SbirtsU
Miss Helen Church, State Clothing SpeCialist
"Outdoor CookeryU
Mrs. Elsie Morris, State Extension Nutritionist
March:
November: -Easier Housework"
Miss Grace Ryan, State HaDe Management Specialist
In the case of adult leader training, duplicate meetings bave been
held fer the Northern part of the County, with me exception as
follows: Kiss Ryan's subject DBtter in November was changed to
mOre closely meet the needs of the women in the Northern part of
tm County.
..
During the year, the Agents have given back to clubs subject mat­
ter obtained at ExtensiOn and other meetings outside the County'
as £o11011'(s: Annual Extension. Conference; University of Arizona;
State 4-H Roundup, University or Arizona; Television Short Course,
University of Arizona; State Hane Demonstration Ccnterence, Uni- .
versity of Arizoca; "Know HQ'l. Clinic", Arizona Public Service,
Phcenix; 4-H Club Camp, Church Camp near Prescott.
Tm work or the Agents entail, in addition to regular meetings,
JDaIl1' hOJJe calls, telephone calls, conferences, publicity measures,
etc.
As in past years, an effort has been made to supply haoomakers with
the latest published material in the Haoo Demonstration field. For
the . past eight years, this task has been simplified.' A bulletin
board has been installed in too office'. In addition to the use of
this bulletin board, bulletins are distributed at meetings and are
mailed upca request.
Miss Marie]. Hopkins
Hane Demonstration Agent
yl.1JIla. County, Arizala
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C. SUlrIMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS (cant.)
(c) Farm of Organization (cont.)
Until three years ago, the one county paper cooperating with the
Hane Demcnstration program was the Yuma Daily Sun. The first of
Januar.r, 1952, a weekly called 1IYuma County· Farmer" came into
·being and the Hare ,Demcnstraticn Agent has carriedma weekly' column
fran it's beginning. In additicn, sp!cial meetings have been
announced in both the Yuma. Daily Sun and the Yuma. County Farmer.
In October of 19.53, Yuma bad it's first television station. put in
o:.;eration,KIVA. Tie Yuma County Agricultural Agent 1 s Office has
:trom tm beginning cooperated in a fifteen minute program. At
this, the Hare Demonstration Agent has taken ber turn. In. addi­
tim, 1Iben the occasicm. arises, the Agent continues to give radio
programs.
In all, during tle ,ear I two radio broadcasts have been given by
t:te Hane DemCllStration Agent and eleven television. programs.
D. PROORAM OF WORK
(a) Factors Considered and »ethods Used In Determining Tie Prog­
ram of Work
As previously stated, the Agent has made an effort to keep the prog­
ran of work as nearly Uniform as possible. A great aid in this
directi an. has been the County HaDemaker Council.
That is, Jrograms have been planned with club leaders, With state
workers, and with other club WODm in the County. However, this
practice has not interterred with tls established plan of inquir­
ing preferences fran women in attendance at mgetings as well aa
fran constant stuey or Local, conditions.
The local leader mOlement began in Yuma County in the fall of 1939.
Because or limiting factors, it at first functioned on a limited
basis ally. The last eight years have seen the biggest advance in
the movem:mt partly because wOllY:)n are interested in the 4-H club
movement and want to help in every wrq possible; partly because it
is a good vehicle for Fair exhibit plans, and partly because they
have come to the realization that tm movement has real worth.
Handicaps in the local leader movement have had to do with travel
distances, climate, etc; and these handicaps, of course, continue.
From the beginning, tIE movement has been carried in cooperation
With the State Hooe Demonstration Staff.
In 1946, the Council set up County goals which have been used each
year since when setting up club year-books, etc. These goals are
as follars:
.
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D. IROORAM CF W<RK (cont.)
(a) Fact<rs Considered and Methods Used in Determining The Prog­
raul or l\ork (cont.)
1.. Each c1.ub works for a certificate o£ achievement.
2. .An adequate lunch for every school child.
3. ImIr ave c1.ub kitOhens.
4. Establish calling week.
5. At least one annual tamUy get-together.
Requirements tor a Certificate of Achievement had been set up by
tm State Office as foilaKa :
1.. One :Eeting each month, minimum eight meeting.s a year.
2. Satisfactcry secretary book.
-
3. Take part in a County or local achievemnt day; or a tour
or exhibit.
4. Reports - Minimum two st9ries a year.
5. Majority of active members attend each neeting. (Club de­
cides who is aotive).
6. Carry at least one project With local. leader giving the
subject matter back•.
7 • A representative attending each county Deeting, state, if
possible.
8. Sponsor at least cne comm'Wlity activity.
After 1946, tor several years, these goal.s and Certificates ot·
Achievemen1i requirements were consciously checked. Of late, they
have cane to be routine things fran Which each club operates.
Far several years a' p:-ogram has been underway to' create a club
house or camnunity center in the North Gila Valley and in the Rood
or Up�r Yuma Valley. The opportunity has cane fran school con­
solidations leaving an unused school building in each of these can­
munities •. Tl:ese buildings are nar being used as camnunity centers
tor Extension programs.
Tm Gadsden Club, for s� twenty-five years, had its am clubhouse.
It was a one room frame structure 'With a small kitchen and entry
way. For years it served as the camnunity center' far club :meetings,
for voting, tor Farm Bureau m3etings, for youth organization neet­
ings, for Sundq SchoOl, etc. Eight years ago, a youth center
building was erected across the road trom the schoolhouse and ab­
sorbed sone of tte functions of tm Women' s Clubhouse. Since the
building was weathered coo.siderably, the club decided to sell it
and work tarard buUding again. In 1950, the building was sold.
The club still has the lots on which the building stood. and a fund
has been establisb3d tarard building a new clubhouse. Last year,
the lots were cleared of underbrush and have been used as a park
site for picnics, etc. In March of last year, the site was Used
tor a county-wide barbeque sponsored by the Waoon's cies, Proceeds
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D. PROGRAM CF VtORK (cont.)
(a) Factars Considered and Methods Used In Determining The Prog­
ram of Work (cont.)
were turned over to the Yuma COllllty Fair board and helped to fin­
.
anee the erection of the exhibit building on tlie County Fair
grounds.
(b) Influence of State and National Agricultural Agencies
Except for 4-H club 'Work, Haue Demonstration work in Yuma CountY'
is quite distinct from. other agencies. HaRever, correlation does
occur coming naturally rather than from a planned program.
Until eight years ago, the independence came from tm fact that
the dfme of the HaE Iemonstratian Agent was in her awn hc::1m.
This cane about originallY', because of t� crOll'ded condition in
to, County' Courthouse.' There was no suitable place for the Haue
Demonstration Agent I s office. Early in the spring of 1947, tJ:e
Agricultural Adjustmnt Administration office was moved out of
tb:l County Agricultural Agent IS beadqua.rters. Thus office space
beCaJIB available.. Considerable remodeling was done; wtting in
partitions, etc., so that each of tm three Agents could have a
roaa of his or her CMll with a general roan and general reception
room as well. \'lbile the roan for the Heme DemOnstration Agent was
small, it was quite conveniently set up 'With desk, filing cabinets,
bulletin racks and bulletin board. In January ·of this current
year t� offices of the County Agricultural Extension Service
which included the Hom:) Demonstration Service· was moved to new
quarters at 1047 Fourth Avenue, Yuma. It is a new seccnd story'
additicn to an office building on too Yuma :Mesa. Larger and more
comre'nient space is nCNl available to all staff members. The new
offices have been well planned to handle displaying and filing of
bulle tins as well as other office' supplies. Each staff member has
a. small office. There is a large canbined recept;ion room and sten­
ographic room as well as a conference room which accamnodates twen­
ty or more people • Fourth Avenue is the main artery in and out of
Yuma and the offices are easily as accessible to farmers and home­
makers as is the Court House. We have twice the floor space as fer­
merly and are much better situated to carry a good program of work.
Telephone calls continue to come mostly to the Agent's hane. This
is to be understood, since for twelve years, women called the Agent
befcre or after h�s, in order, as they say, to catch her in.
The HaDe Demonstration Agent has not made a practice of attending
Farm Bureau metings in the County unless especially requested to
do so. The reason is a very tull program making scheduling diffi­
cult. Each year, horlever, as the need arises, there are instances
. o� cooperative 'Work.
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D. PROORAM {)It" WORK (cont.)
(c) Project Activities and Results
1. Organizatial
Sub Project A - Farm. Organizaticn
The tarn of Yuma is the center ot interest far all tle Soutmrn
part�,ot the County. Rural people, without exception, �� to
Yuma tar shopping and a large percentage of them. have business
interests in Yuma. Tb3 town is increasing rapidly in population
and this increase is, largely due to agricultural developuents.
.
Tm civic interests of the tam all have part membership from t�
surrounding rural canmunities. For this reason, it has always
been hard to draw a line between urban and rural activities.
It may be at interest to state mre that the suburban se,ction
just south or Yuma and referred to as Yuma-Mesa was, in 1945, in­
corporated into the city proper. This is a residential section
wb3re tm Agent'gces, trail time to.time, for neatings. Hore than
ten miles bey-end is anoth3r secticn which is still Imam as the
Yuma-Jlesa am whose trincipal industry' is growing ot citrus. A
third divisiCll designated as Yuma.-lIesa is adjacent to tm Air Base.
It is here tbat the Yuma-Mesa veteran families live, those who
dre... pl.ots at land from the government after the 2nd VIar1d War.
In the fall of 1949, a black topped desert road between Yuma and
Quartzite was opened Which made transportation much less difficult,
md the people in the Northern part of the County more accessible
thaD. at allY' tim };revions. During this current year, a new road
bas been opened connect.ing Quartzite and Parker in the Nortmrn
part at the County. This has further facilitate'd travel·.
In Yuma County, needs of the different camnunities are varied and
so the Agent can in no way limit her services to being a sp3cial­
ist in one line . of work.
Tlere is a high IBrcentage of very well educated wonen in the clubs
with which sm works, so that she must aJJrays be an the alert that
tm material she gives is up-to-date and sound.
This also operates to male tle data given, adopted for use. Tm
Agent finds that practices are quicldy workBd out by the groups in
question to incorporate needs in a practical way. As a whole, the
County is very reticent to do anything fran a campaign angle, bu�
people are serious minded and energetic in making tie most of any
opportunities far advalcement which can be made practical. It is
with this in mind that the Agent endeavors to make her program ser-
vice re� function.
.
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D. mOOlWd CF WORK (cont.)
(c) Project Activities and Results (cent.)
1. Organizati en (cont.)
Sub P.t-o;i!ct B - Hane Econanics Extension
As p:-eviouslyexplained, the County HC1D3 Demonstraticn pr-ogram,
as much as is feasible, operates fran tM _State Hane Demonstration
office Which in turn ol8rates frail the Agricultural Extension Ser­
vice <tiice at the University of Arizona. During tM current year,
Yuma. County has been allared its share of the services of the State
Clothing Specialist, the State Hane Management Specialist and the
Extension Nutritionist.
The State Leader of Heme Demonstraticn Wark has assisted With
County Council metings, which have had to do with pl anning.
Adult Hanemaker Club meetings actually attended by tJ::e Agent dur-
'
ing the current year, mq be listed as follows:
December 6 - Yuma:Mesa
8 - Gadsden
20 - UPfer Valley
2l - Narth & SOuth Gila
24 - Somerton vicinity
January 11 - North & South Gila
19 - Gadsden
21 - Mohawk Valley
26 - UPP9r Valley
February 8 _ North & South Gila
9 - Gadsden
22 _ ,,'Salome
23 - Mohawk Valley
March
-
4 - North & South Gila
8 - We11ton
18 - Yuma Mesa
22 - North Gila
30 - Gadsden
1- Upper Valley
•
6 - Crane
u- North & South Gila
12 - Gadsden
26 - Yuma Mesa
27 - Sooertcn
-12- '
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D. PROORAM (F WCRK (cont.)
(c) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1: Organization (cont:)
!!l. 11- Parker
17 - Ncrth & South Gila
18 - Gadsden
27 - UpISr Valley
June 8_ Gadsden
-
14- Morih & South Gila
17 - Up�r Valley
24 - Yuma Mesa
Jul.Z 1- Upper VaJ.ley
12 - North & South Gila
13 - Gadsden
19 - UpP9r Valley
AuS,!!st 9 - North & South" Gila
12 - Upper Valley
September 6- Crane
9- Up�r Valley
13- North & South Gila
20-·· Saoortion vicinity
October 4- Sanerton vicinity
ll- North & South Gila
12- Gadsden
17- Yuma:Mesa
29- Crane
November 2- Yuma Mesa
4- Crane
8- North & South Gila
9- Gadsden
17- Mohawk Valley
2l- UptBr Valley
Sub Project C - Haoe Makers Council
A county-wide homemaker council, whose function is to determine
program content for Hane Demonstraticn work in the County, has be­
come progressively a reality. By way of recording progress made
to the present ti.JOO, the follolring is told: During the war period,
it was impossible to hold county-wide haoemakers council meetings
because (£ the restrictims in travel Which war brought. The Ag-
ent found it necessary to go fran group to group in order to formu­
late plans. These group decisicns were pooled for a county decisicn.
Then it ...as, am met individually with program camnittees and plan-
-13-
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D. PROORAM OF WCRK (cont.)
(c) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organizaticn (cont.)
ned with them tor the year for their particular club. The Vic­
tory Year Book, supplied by the State Office, ...as Used tor post­
ing these programs and ...a� distributed to members.
Since 1946� the 'County Office has �lished its own Hanemaker's
Year Book. Too' general oUtline has each year been as f011CM'S :
Club enrollment; Officers; Suggested programs subjects; Hanemakers
Creed; Cal.endar of month metings. Ala 0 scattered through the
book have been timely quotations and space bas been Fovided for
note taking.
.
Far the past four years, year books have been made for each club.
This bas entailed working with program comittees fran each club
separately. It has had certain advantages because less bas had
to be written in and clubs have been able to proceed in a better
organized fashicn.
Tb9 last eight years have seen a real advance in Haoe Demonstration
planning through the Haoemakers Council.
.
In �tober 1948, the County Council Beeting resulted in members
selecting the following far club study during the year 1949:
Foods and Nutrition
Use of Plentiful Foods
Preservation at Foods by Freezing
Ne... Methods at: Freezing Citrus Foods
Hutrition
Clot�. g over Clothes
Tailoring Teclmiques
Selection of Foundaticn Clothing
Making and Buying Children' s Clothing
Hone Dry Cleaning
.
Laundering Wool Sweaters
Basic Patterns
Home Furnishings
Color
Problem WindOW's
Draperies
'l'ne s of Furniture
Furniture RejuvenatiQl
.
Furniture Finishing and Repairing
-14-
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SAMPLE !EAR BOOK FOR A
HOMEMAKER CLUB
,
,
" ." ,� : �. .
President ••••• Mrs. Lois Pratt. ",
Vice President•• � HI'S. Iv�' Le� R���-ey. .:
Sec. Treas. • • • • I1r�. Alma Ta:r;¥:ler'. . . ..
Reporter. • • • • • Hrs. Floss,ie �tllls
Program Chairman. • 11rs. Nary Fer��on. .;
Social Contact . .; I
Chairman. • • • • Urs � Helen· S t�dman' ..
Hostess Chairman•• Hrs� Clara ,'i'.ownsend �.
Parliamentarian •• :lIrs. Har��a,';FergU,�on� �
HOllE NAKCRS I :,
lIrs. Hartha (trank) Ferguson' , ,�.
IIsry (James) Ferguson
'
.: ': ',1'
Eva (Herb) Gifford · .' '.'
�1arjorie (Herb Jr.) Gifford
J .i:.� i
.
Hallie Griffin
l ,.'
. "
',;, I \
-.
:
Eva Hales
'
" �) .
Vel.ma (Hm.) Harrison
Eva (Homer) Higbee
, t Leta (Clarence) Johnston
II Imrie (uston) Kamrath
Pauline (Cecil) Land
OFFICERS
II
•
1.
Hrs. John Lignitz
II Flossie (B .n.) Mills
U Bettie ott '4
11 Eunice (Jud) ott
II Pauline (Carl) Ott
II Lois (Loren) Pratt '
It �ois (Richard) Fappin
.-- n Ivy Lee (vIade) Ramsey
It Lorraine (Jack) Ramsey �
" Bertha (H.L.) Smith t
n Evelyn (Gene) Smith
It Helen (,'Jayne) Stedman ·
U Eleanor (E.n.) Showmaker
tt Alma (Bill) Tanner
" Clara (Eugene) Townsend I
u lielva (David) Tuc leer
U Helen (l!.lrf.) vlard '
--" Kay (Otha) vJhitton
II llJarie (Joe) WilbanKs
" Betti� (Fay) Ya tes \.
2. ..
4)t41H .FeR '!liE" � ': � :·h_
}lQllEUAII:X . , ..•., .. : '�)'.
Te have the !)1ani,. eCOn�efl,iit .oUnd�
Heehanicallt converlfent; "'lbysically
H�alth1'ul, Morally �olesome;"Mentally
S timula ting� ,.'artis.tieally ,sa tisfying�
Socially resPbn�iblej' spirt tuall.y "
Inspiring,' founded �upon �tual�:ar;. :'
fection' and re'spect�
. -: ,,;�,"l • .'k:,
Lita Bane, , _
-,-,-':, ".1 �:�.:,�,-)",I:
, ,-
aub Goals tor�19>S:··
. .: :':'.:;:�. ,;,' .'�
To coopera t�· :in !!ommunity' -n�l,th
programs. ', .: :: - :: ·1::' �",.;
To improve the 'club ihouse:';Wi.\h� table
•
• • 1"".' ;.. ,. "
covers anddrapes ,'
'
. .1: ..
To install ·outside· liglits
..
·.for' '�e
f� club house. .
.
, ...
".
To' call'on new homemakers"-in',ihe
,';' r
community. ' ' '
To cooperate with preparatdons for
. ;:'the County" Fair.
.
.
:��;;.'" .!',
" ......
. I _
••. ,Y" .i .
. � r \::
. :
..I"
.3.
.
FEBRUARY
Date of Heeting: February 8
Program:
Reports on Fi5h Cookery ,
l11:'s. Townsend
'.
,
.. "
HI's � Tanner
., III
nrs,",Lorraine Ramsey .. ', '_ .;r.'t ,,'o-_�' �':'
Uts � ': Iva Lee Ramsey ,\" � .. -,j:r" IT"'''',:
Demonstration: 'Hot Cross Buns .; ";: I [( �:�
Hostesses;' 'Ur�� Lois' Papptn , ': ':' ',� 1;)
,
,
' )trs. 11ar'jorie' Gifford �'.:' l�,'!' rSpecial' days 'dUring month: ' " .,',!;
February 12, - Li-nco;Ln1s Birthday,,::,:1809
February 12 � Silver $p� Rodeo Parade
February 14 - St. Valentine's Day
Fe9r\lary� lq .to 17 - Leader Heeting': �
"f'Iaking IrTestern Shirts" , "
i.l:�����Y. 1��,�,:4�H Clothing Leade� , 'tjF��ruary 22-: ,,:".�JMhington' s BirthdayJ
1732 '-"'!
'
"vroman' own approxima tely 11 perc.ent
.ot the land in the U. S., and 3.7··_,
percent of them 6p:e�ate all ,the land
they own, whil� 48 perceht,�rent. out
their land."
4.
11ARCH
Date or I1eet�J HarC?h 8
Program:
.'
vlork ro�.�:th� Coun�)' Fair
Paper Sack Lunch' -
Hostesses s .,.,
. 'f'
. � . .
,
.
Special days during: the. m�ri�;:·:· :: .' : ':..:. )
,
¥arch 12 "!�; County 4";H D�ons tra tion.
Contest'
.. - \,
.
'. _; ', .
Harch � 16 to 17,.. Leader 11eeting ..
tlHakil1&r liestern Shirts'; ".:" .... ' .,
Hal'Ch .30· .. Fair Entries'Close' . '.':, '
'. ,
�l ; . : I;
"It '-YOl.t have a ·u.een thumb, taker - '":
advantage of a home garden.'" It· '.: �
pl!ovides much low..prie ed 'foed, \ " "
proVides recreation f�r the gard•.
"
ener, and improves'the family'diet ...
"Wet your knife before cutting into
hard-boiled eggs and the yolks won't
crumble."
• J
s.
AFRIL
Date of Ueeting: April 12
Program: 4
14eeting at Fair Grounds - April 26 •
Programs
Work meeting .. 11aking Western Shirts �
Paper sack lunch �
Special days during month;
April 6 .. Good Friday
April 10 - Easter
April 13 to 17 .. County Fair
"Clean and spray·clothes closets
every six months. Use an oil-ba se
2 percent chlordane spray or a 5
percent DDT spray. Ap,ly after
the closet is cleaned but before
clothes have been put back. Be
sure to get the spray into cracks,
and along baseboards and shelves."
6�
.� Mi1.
Date· of Ueeting:' Mano' ..
'_l ,
." i,:. ""
Program: "'lork,ite�ting ·�n·Cl� Ho�4t'
.
.
'
:i! .' Pot L\lCJ(.\. . ..... �'., .-�s il da '- dliririg' t.b. month. .f.�Ha; 8 '-�Iothc ••"naf .. ��... r. , : •.'4
ifar13 _ Leader 'l4eetiDg .;,�'��
C LiI!Io......,,· ;
.• .. -.' •
OOlCw..J: . . ...• '-., .•
MarlS � 4ti(Ciub .S\mtl8y ..
'
.... , .�� '. .
'
.
HI, 20 .. Oraaei' SchOol oloae•.... '
Mar 27 .. H1&h, �h09.1.·.•108e�: : .... ,. :·I.�
l.fa, )0 - M_o1'Ul DQ' t , /: .�
"Printed lettering � com� �ti teed
baS. it,.. yqu .poVl' kero�ene. o�.:�he.
l.�tera�a�·:;roll;·th.. :bags Up for a
r�; ::::::�.�t·., �eaink
� b7'.mix1ng a': 1'1ttl, rbl��h1ng
.
�olu..
tion with· tJ:le scOU!!iDg ·.pqw�er.":
. "Sink smells Wil1·:�1sapp� U' ·.you
.peur sCIIle vinegat, dowILthe drail'l',
and let 'it. stand tor at leu\':-half
an heur. !hen rutil eeld water.J' .
. 7.
JUNE
Date of lJIeeting' June 7
Pr-ograml
Demonstrations
Flower Arrangements - Lois Pratt
Doughnuts - l�riel Hopkins
Report on Leader meeting - "Out door
Cookery"
Special days during month:
June 10 • Leader Heeting - "Recent
knowledge in Nutrition"
June IS to 22 ._ National 4-H Club
Camp
June 19 - Father's Day
"Cooking tl meal outdoors,with a' dutch
oven or hot rock1 Wet a finger,
touch the oven or rock - cautiously -
and if it sizzles a little or makes I­
a quick pop the oven or' roc Ie . is too .
cold or too hot. If it makes a quick �
"psst"" start ccokmg ," I
"Moa.t protein i�' valuable in, produc ing
rapid improvement before and after
surgery."
8,
SEPl'EUBER
Date of Meeting' Septenlber 13
Program: t
Pot Luck and clean up
Report on 4-H Roundup��eld August
22 to 26
Special days during the month:
September 5 - Labor Day'
Se�tember 12 - School Op�ns
"Concentrated peach essence may" be
used successfully to give the true
fruit flavor to ice cream or sherbet.
By using both the essence and the
frozen fruit, ice creams and sherbets
are as delicious as those made from
fresh peaches � n.
"Check your first aid kit nowl See
·that it is well stocked for emerg­
encies, You'll be glad you did.1I
.
; .,
,.' ,,;'ooTomi, • ' , · ,
Date ,or Meetiri:
'
Cttober' li .' -,.,r
J
.
"
Program: , .', 't'!,':,. �
Reports :,"Recent: KnowlEt4ge ·in)lu�t.
tio�'
'
Fall FlOl-ler P�,�ti�, ... , '
Spec ia1 days during J�h� mon�:
October,112 • Col�b\ls ,:DaY;' .
October 31 - Halloween
",,",'
"Harder.ing ot th� arteriel., ,high, ',� ,
blood pressUX'e, hreart, .��il�ei d1u'
betes, gOiter, t�t1;y, 'li�er,.;. ,�nj�ed
.. kidneys, excessive; b9dY' 1f�1gh� in ,
, adults, stanach ·,aJl.P.-, �u09_nal.u1cer8;
tooth decay, looserQ-ng;ot �e��1t1 .
underweight in children, tuberculas!.,
and,anemia 'in, chj.l4f.en;�nc1 adults -
these and many oth�r �i�,-ases" ·are all
I acknowledged" by .medie«f anti.pulllic
health authorities to be subject to
less.enea ��- by a more intell­
igent use of food."
10. ,I
NOVEMBmt
Date or Heeting: November 15
Demonstration: Easier House ,.,ork
Thanksgiving suggestion
Special days during montg:
November 10 - Home l�nagement Leader
l-Ieeting
November 11 - Armistice Day
November 12 - 4-H Club Achievement
Day
November 24 - Thanksgiving
"To get the highest volume out of
popped corn, preheat the popper
to between 470 to 570 degrees F."
"Most ot the chicken flavor is in
the meat. A fair amount comes from
the bones" less from the s kin, and
almost none from the fat. Light and
dark meat have about the same flavor
strength."
"Best buys in potatoes are those that
are .firm and clean" have shallow eyes,
and have no cuts" decay or green
spots 0"
·
11•.
.:
D�EMnfu ' . .-
Date or lIeeting:. De� ember 13
Programs \ ... .: ".
..
'
..
'Hark meeting' on ChriSthlas Sweets·
and Deceratdons
.
Christmas Party.
Paper Sack lUnch
Spec ial days during month: . �
Nov. 27 to Dec. 2 - National 4-H
Club Congress . .
December 2$ -:.(Sunday) Chrl��ma:s Day
..
.- . � .
,
vleighing the Consequences
Enjoy yo� .<;$;:"lc1. wh�le you may
(Thoughte' 'li.��· these. are' q�ieting )':'
But she :who:··� ts her cake today· . ,
Tomorrow Will:b� 4i�tirig.� .
.... .... � r :'. :; .Susi.e·,Da'wson.:JohnSon :. ".. - .... ,. .".
Christmas is many thing�": ': , i
.... ; '. ··vforshipping: :tog�th�r, ...
. .. -Making' .giftth·· .'. _.�
..
,
'." .!'
I! ':parties;�:, '. �
"
.... ; ....
'
... :.: j .•••
" ;'.,::
And chil�en"�r� 'th�" Hear� :o� it all•
..: 0,-/.,;:< .. :
JANUARY, 1956
Date of Heeting: January 10
Program: To be selected
Special days during month:
January 1, (Sun4a�). Nel'1 l'�,ar "'s ��1
't, ' 6 l \,.; �'. �', I'.. .,.�.....�.� .,
','
Rate Yourself as .a �forker "':'.,' �
...
\ ..
How do you work? "'�". ;� t!: . ,
Do you p�t�er'1 ., t
.. .: �
Are you a put-off-er? '; .
· ,;�:,.i '�" ;
Are you a clv�,�:r:�1 . · " .",', �
Can you It shift�'" ���.' to .someone e.lse :
in the house? � '" .,; " _ .•. :.,!..
:
-Doea your :work ntrl:I;ivell you? ., ,',",,'
Do you wear,y.Q�self and�the family
out? .'
,. ' , _.
It, ,
,
"CornPl�tely 'th���d beet' �Y' be, cqok­
ed like fre�!:l.gee!; so the sam�,,', :
cooking direc tiona may,be t o119�ec:r�
•But cook. meaJ, .t:.ight �fter, th��i�g;
This ,wil1'nelp",,;to a�oid �xces.�'�y'e·�·
juice Loss .. �1
'
-, ',' "
40
"
13.
Sweet �PO��Qi',Ba-U� '. r." ';_:1'.
3. c'. cooked 'ya�� �or :s��e� P8���.�,,:.
1/4 e� but�er.�,(.,.. � .'::-�!';:" :: _::, :.._�t');"j '.
3/4 c� �roWn, s�ga.r.<\,._') 1.[ ......�l.':�;.i"
2 tblsp� milk
..
8 marshmallo'V's
1/4 tap, salt .. ". � ")·r.· V' .- � ::.!�
1/2 tsp. grated'-lemo����-�':; .. '\ i ";-.'. i
1/2. Ct. crushed corn'\,t�;���� .' �'\: ).
.
�1ash swe�t potato�,�. f lqd p,\\\ter,
l\lear, milk; sa�h').r;id.·l-emQq rind.
i.vJith tablespoons,;. :�p.QOP. Up�.��'?Put .;._., i 1/4 cup of mixture;�:'.. y,e��r .."dth .'
marshrn911ow. Cover1''I::Jith'mQre potato.
Sha e in balls
: ;"', ._ .... /."
.
e
"
. ,,",. p •. ... , ... , r ,
: .'it- Roll e�ch ball in crushed :-G.�;r:jl .rl�kes.
*Place �n buttered baking dish.
.
�over w�th al�inum fqil. Freeze.
-,'.: ',"'. *vJhen'!ready \0, ,serve', . bake, .tin.til
..'�arsl;nta:t1�� _�eg�ll t�, oO��'j:: a�?ut.;. ':20 ·�nl.nutes. , ha}ces '8 balls'�' ,
,
.
:' :.
.
....
�" ..... < � : t'\,'�'
"
.::.) .: ':.T� ..
.. t·· . �!. ":.
. "., �'. �
.' \
\:
." , ,
"Filled hambur'gez- patties are good.
Hake thin patties. Before cooldng,
season them l-lith salt and place
two tObether v1l.th fill� between
them and pinch the €<iges together.
For filling use grated cheese
seasoned with chili sauce or cat­
sup and thin slic es or onion. Broil
or grill them.
15.
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D. PROGRAM O! WORK (cont.)
(c) Project Activities and. Results (cent.)
1. Organization (cont.)
In October ot 1949, the County Council meeting resulted in recom-
mendaticns for tm year 19.50.
"
After cCllsul.tation with the State Office, the follordng dates, tor
tl:e year 1950 were set tor work in Yuma County:
January
4-H Clothing Leader Workshops
Tailoring School Achievement meeting
Februa17
Butriticn Leader meeting "1Ieals That Can Wait"
4-H Leader Meal Planning VIarkshops
March
---wlitritian Leader meeting "Salads Using Local Gram Foods"
-
�f
"
.
ale Furnishing Leader meeting "Special Wood Finishes"
May
Clothing Leader meeting "Pattern" Alteration"
June
---cJ.othing Leader meeting "Pattern Alteration"
September
Haue Furnishing Leader meeting "Lighting"
October
Haoe Furnishing Worksbop "Lamp Shades"
November
Clothing Leader meeting "Wardrobe Planning"
� -
With the exceptiQl of tbe"meeting al ''Wardrobe Planning", the meet­
ings were carried out as planned.
The fall ot 1950, the Council. made plans tor work 'With the spec­
ialists during the 1951 year as f�ows:
JanCiO{hing Leader meetings "New Teclmiques"
-16-
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D. PROGRAM CF liORK (�ant.)
(0) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organization (cont.)
hbnuz '
Hane Management Leader meeting "Laundry Methods"
4-H Haae Management Leader Workshop
November
Nutritico Leader meeting, "Food. and Entertaining"
in 1951, the follafing requests f� 8p:!cialists mlp we� made:
Clotihing
Workshops CIl better deSS8
Wardrobe Planning • • • •
• • • • • February, 1952
October, 1952• • • • •
Foods
Good'Breakfast .'
Food at tid-Day.
• • •••••••• March, 1952
December, 1952• • . .... ' ..
Home Furnishing, Hale lIanage:ment
Roan ACcesscries ••••••••• January, 1952
Care of Household Equipuent • • • • November, 1952
In October, 1952, the Yuma County Hanemaker Council held its an­
nual program pJannjng Eeting. It took the form of a lunchecn at
Clymrs with lfiss Jean Stewart, State Leader of 4-H Club, as guest
speaker. Thirty delegates were present, representing the tollOll'­
ing clubs: Gadsden Hane Demanstraticn Club, Rood Home Demonstra­
tiOQ. Club, SaoertCll Vicinity Hane Demalstraticn Club and Parker
HaDe Demonstrati<n Club.
To set the pace for planning, the Agent, previous to the meting,
sent to all clubs, copies of the leaflet I'\Jh.at IS Ahead far Haoe­
makers". This was an adaptation of leaflets discussed at tm State
Conterence, for Heme Demonstration Agent's in June.
As a resul.t of tm Eeting, the follOlVing suggestions for Special­
ists were sent to t:oo State Office:
C].alihing
Dresses that Work for You • • • • • • • March, 1953
Study of New Fabrics ••••••••• October, 1953
4-H Projects •••••••• March & Octooer, 1953
Foods
Preparing Menus for tm Freezer • • • • May, 1953
Sate Reducing •••• e, •••••••• December, 1952
4-H Projects ••••••••••••• December, 1952
-17-
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D. PROORAM CF WORK (cont.) ,
(c) Project Activitie� and Results (cont.)
1. Organ1zatiCll. (cont.)
Hane Furnishings, Home :Management
Short CUts in :Management • • • • • • • February, 195.3
Wall Accessories •••••••••• November, 1953
4-H Projects .,........... February and
NoveJlber, 1953
In 195.3, the County Hauemaker Council Eeting was held CIl Wednes­
ds;r, SepteDi>er 30th. A variaticn trom previous years occurred
this year, dl1e' to the fact that the Hale, Ecmomics Division premi­
um list fer the County Fair 'Was up for revision. Since the great,­
er portion of Fair SUJerintendents 'were -also Council members, the
task c£ revision. was included in the meting.
Seventeen leaders fran nine camrn1Qities attended the Deeting which
took the farm ot a luncheon at Cl,mer1s ,Tea Roan. nss Jean
Stewart j Sta� Leader of Haoe DemalstratiCll work" opened the meet­
ing nth a very informative presentation of the problems that de­
velop with family increase and grarth. The leaders were divided
into interest groups during 'tim ·luncheon. as follOW's: Nutrition;
Clothing; Haue Improvement; Fair �miUDl list for Foods; Fair Pre­
mitDll list for Clothing; Fair, Premium list for Canning and Freezing.
In the afternoon, the group became a canmittee of the whole, heard
the recanmendations from the interested groups and voted on requests
for specialists 1 help in 19S4 as Well as the changes to be made in
the Home Econanics Division of the Yuma County Fair catalog.
Bequests tor specialist help were as follOW's: Nu'tirition., Enrich­
ment }rogran with emphasis Ql (1) bread making in general. (2) spe­
cial occasion breads; Clothing" Short cuts in sewing with emphasis
em (1) making western clothes .(2) altering rea�-to-wear; Heme
Furnishings, floor coverings With emphasis on (1) b�ship (2)
care and upkeep of rugs and linoleums.
The following :trogram for the year was subsequently carried out:
HaDe Furnishings, Miss Grace Ryan, state Specialist presenting
"Floer COierings" - First week in November; Nutrition, lirs. Elsie
Morris, State S];8cial1st :tresenting "Enriched Bread" - Third week
in March; Clothing, Miss Helen Church, State Specialist :tresenting
"Altering Ready-to-wear" - First week in April.
On October 1, 1954, ·the Hane Maker Council planned tlE program far
tlB current year of 1955. In gemral it folloured the pan of the
previous year. HOI/ever, because of CcngestiOll in the sIBcialists
program, tb! County was limited to CIle selection for each leader.
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D. PROORAM CF WORK (cont.)
(0) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organizaticn (cont.)
The following were chosen: Nutrition, Outdoor Cookel"1'; Clothing,
Western Shirt l4aking; Hane :Management, Easier HouSe Work. These
have all carried through.'as planned..
.
Tbe meeting or the County Hane Making Council for the purpose of
planning a program or work for 19.56 was held October 27 of the
current year. Jafiss Jean Stewart, state Leader of Home DemCllStra­
tion Wark, was present at the meeting which got under way at
10:30 in t18 morning at ClyDer's Tea Roan in Yuma. While regis­
tration. was in IX'ogress, lIiss Stewart , with the help of victrola
records which she had brought for the occasion, led the group in
singing folk songs. l4r. Ray Weick, Acting County Agent, shared
tis movie in color of our 19.55 County Fair. After this he talked
to t.he group, telling about 4-H Club Work in Yuma. County.
Following the noon luncheon, tiss Stewart explained the use of score
cards in judging exhibits. There was a general discussicn with the
entire .group taking an active part. The group then divided to for­
mulate recaJlD9ndations :tot the 1955 program.
The Nutrition division had for its Chairman, ."s. Esther Whitman.
The following recamnendations were submitted and accepted: .
That emphasis be placed on helping teen-agers maintain and secure
a good complexion.
1. Work up a basdc diet for teen-age group.
Avoid chocolate, carbonated beverages, sugars, fried foods,
fats, mayonnaise.
2. Stress proper elimination.
3. Proper cleansing ot ·skin.
4. Proper stimuJ.ati.cn.
5. Rest.
6. Regular Habits
The Clolihing division bad for its chairman, :Mrs. Mae Baldridge.
Tl:e following recClIJDendations were submitted and accepted:
1. Invite Miss Church to present judging standards for
clothing.
2. Have work on good grooming - hair styles - selection
and care, posture.
Tle HCIDe Improvement division had .for its chairman, Mrs. Lorraine
Ramsey. T}E group presented a variety of subjects including re­
decorat:\.on, hcm9 repairs, hane appearanee , new home appliances.
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D. lROORAM OF WORK (cont.)
"-
(c) Project Activities and Resul.ts (cont.)
1. Organisation (cont.)
However, the one voted in by the entire group as or first interest
was the making of draperies.
Tl'e Canmunity Activities division had for its chairman, lIrs. Lilly
McCain Smith. Their recanmendations had to do with the County
Fair as.follC1ifs :
1. We favor the continuation of the Danish System of judg­
ing for the 1956 fair.
2. Arty s core card in the Fair Book should be called to the
attention or the judges.
3. SweepstakB points should be determined by the Superin­
tendents by canparative value or articles entered and
the amount or work involved.
4. Three jUdges, one of them locaJ., and two fran out of the
County should be used in the Adult Hone Economics De­
partment fer Clothing.
5. We favor doing away with the Green·Award •.
,In all there were eleven wOllen's organizations represented by
Leaders.
Official acceptance of tl:e above program has been received from tlB
State O:t;fice and it w:i.ll get under way early next year.
Sub Project D - 4-H Clubs
It has becane the custan to submit. a separate report for 4-H club
work.
It is deemed advisable to also include the report in the H� De­
monstration Agent's Narrative for the following reasons:
(1) More than half of the' tine of the Agent and Assistant
Agent has been devoted to 4-H Club wcrk.
(2) Printed farm ES - 21 (Revised June, 1954) by the Exten­
sion Service, Washington, D. C., states "TM Annual Report
is a record or .tIE Year I s work put into convenient shape for
future reference.n
From. December 1954 to December 1955, Homa Economics 4-H
clubs .. in Yuma County have been in operation and have sham
completions. Date is submitted for clubs whose Ye'ar's work
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D. PROORAM CF VfORK (cont.)
(c) Project Activities and Resul.ts (cont.)
1. Organization (cont.)
Sub PrO;!ct D - 4-H clubs (cont.)
closed September 10th. Clubs organized since then will be
submitted in next year1s report. H()JIS Exonanics enroll­
mnts and completions by clubs for 1955 are as follOW's:
Club EnroJ..lJrents Com.eletions
Crane
-
Jolly Camnuters 5 .5
Pioneer Daughters 8 8
Seam & Steam 6 5
Sip & SeW' 17 13
Taste & Baste 7 6
Gadsden
Go Getters 29 28
Stitch,& Cackle 3 3
Gila Valley
'Up & Caning 24 23
Parker'
Haymakers & Honemakers 30 25
Kitollen Maids 9 8
Pitch Patch 28 17
Stitch Ditch 2l 17
Quartzsite
Hi Jolly 3 3
�
14Busy Bees 27
Scmerton
Jr. Homemakers 28 24
Wellton
Antelope Hi .5 4
Desert Queens 31 22
Yuma Mesa
Busy WOJIen 8 8
Cook n 'Chuckle 10 10
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(c) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organizaticn (cont.)
Sub Project D - 4-H Clubs (cont.)
Club Enrollnents Completims
Totals 331
8
4
7
...:.J.
269
Hem & Ha.
Snip & Sew
Las Caseritas
Make & Bake
10
6
8
8
-
Percent canpletiCllS - 81t
CcmparisCll "fIith 1954 is as follaws:
Percent
Year Enrolled Canpleted CanPleted
1954 290 220 76-
1955 331 269 81i
For the past nine ,ears,
.
Yuma County has had an Assistant County
Agricultural.. Agent, who has been organizaticn leader in 4-H work
for the County. Nell" features have consequently been introduced
into the program, such as: A Junior Agricultural. Fair or County
Fair, Recognition Banquet, night ueetings for the older youth,
County Council meetings. All of these events have made an in­
creased demand on. the Haoo Demonstration Agent I s time.
State workers 'Who have visited tie County for one or mare dqs
duriDg the current year, in the interest or 4-H Heme Economics
club work, are as fo.l.l.aws:
.
Janua;r
.
J4iss Helen Church, State Clothing SIecialist
Miss Alice Lynn, Federal. Clothing SIecialist
_, -
FebJ'llB.G
.
s. Elsie Morris, State Extension Nutritionist
1Iiss Helen Church, State Clothing Sp9cialist
Marcil
.
�}4iss Jean Stewart, State Leade�, Hone Demonstration Work
JAr. Grabani Wright, State 4-H Club Leader
Miss Madeline Barley, Hare Demonstration Agent at Large
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D. mOORAM CF WORK (cont.)
(0) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organization (cont.)
Sub Project D - 4-H Clubs (cont.)
AFil
.
.
Miss Helen Church, State Clothing Specialist
Mrs. Elsie MOrris, State Extension Nutritionist
lIiss Madeline Barley, Home Demonstration Agent at Large
Miss Jean Stewart, State Leader Hane Demonstration Wark
14r. Graham Wright, State 4-H Club Leader
SePiem.ber
tiss Grace Ryan, State HaDe Management S:pecialist
1Ir. Ry lfilhollen, Assistant State 4-H Club Leader
Jir. Ted Welchert, Extension Agricultural Engineer
NoveDber
tiss Grace Ryan, State Hee lIanagement Specialist
Eaoh year, tbe Fair is the big event on the 4-H calendar. The
first Fair took place on April 6, 1946 and was cooperated in by
the Agricultural Extension Service and the vocational classes at
the High School. Tie event' was sponsored by tM Yuma. County Sen­
ior Chamber or CQlDlBrce.
'-'his was a one-dalY fair and was culm;nated in the afternoon by,...a
. dress revue and announcement of' awards. In 1947, the Fair date
was AIril 12 '.
.
Hmever, in ar-der that more pe opla might visit the
Fair, it was thram open to the public Friday evening, Aprilll,
as well as all day Saturday, April 12. Tm Hcme Econanics division
was divided into three general divisions. (1) Exhibits (2) De-.
monstrations (3) Judging contests. By far tm greater portion of
exhibits were clothing work.
This second year saw a total of twenty-four demonstrations given
in the Junior and Senior divisi.cns. Judging contests were leld in
both clat.hing and foods.
Beginning iIi 1948 and through 1952, the Fair was open to the public
for two comple te dE\vs. Dress Revues were held in the evening and
were supplemented by a program fran the various clubs.
Because of the availability of such food supplies as sugar and fat,
in 1948, there were for tle first time, entries in foods. Baked
goods from the three years of Deal planning project requirements
....ere Selected for the premium list as follars: Baking Poa'der .Bis­
c�ts; Muffins; Gingerbread; Butter Cake; Sponge Cakes; Yeast Rolls.
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(c) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organization (cont.)
Sub Project D - 4-H Clubs (C(.l).1',.)
In 1948, the poster exhibit at the Fair took a different 'form in
that it was put Ql an individual rather than a club basis. 1948
also. saw-the introduction of a .frozen foods premium. list. A
freezer unit was Loaned by a local. fir.ul for display purposes and
a good start made tavard including such a division into future
Fairs.
In 1949, the Junior- Agricultural Fair took place the eighth and
ninth of AprU and as in previous years, was he1d at Crane School.
In t� clothing exhibit, blue ribbon dresses were exhibited en
special standards for' the first tim. Two upright hane freezers
were loaned by: local firms tor exhibiting frozen foods. In the
foods exhibit, two bleacher sectians were covered With 'White pa­
p:lr, decorated with 4-H rosettes and used to display the entries.
Foods poster entries shCJlfed an increase in bath number and quality.
In 1949, for the' first time, a theme .as selected and carried
through for the dress revue. The theme was the 4-H Record Book.
Four girls, recent Chicago trip winners, dressed in pastel formals-,
were mistresses of ceremonies. Mona Berry was narrator and used
her awn record book to talk from. A large record book formed a
door through -which the dress revue girls stepped. Opening and
closing the . door were Betty' Jo Frauenfelder and Mary Lott. Joan
Cannon Brown' assisted Mona Berry as narrator. In 1949, tm re were
thirty-three Haae Econanics demQlStratians.
In 1950, exhibits at the Fair shosed a marked increase in the
foods division.· Exhibits conformed closely with the entry list
'Which in turn had been made to cOn:rorm with req'lrlrenents for the
different );roject years. Frozen Foods exhibits showed tb3 great­
est increase in entries o£ .any division.
The thene for the Dress Revue, was Fashions in tm Sun. A back
drop With cathedral windows through which special lighting effects
were arranged, was used.
- The Revue itself, was well done and
shared an improvement- in form ('Mer previous years. Between scene
entertainment, consisted of' the follaNing: A Spanish' Dance by
tba Gadsden G-Getters girls; a Tumbling Act by the Sanertan girls;
Two solos (4-H Songs) by Myrna EUis of the Little Women club.
The year 1951, ss.vr an advance in community leadership in prepara­
tion fer the Fair. There were two pre_County Fairs as follars:
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(c) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organization (cont.)
Sub Project D - 4-H Clubs (cont.)
(1) Tm 'Wellton Kiwanis Club sponsored a pre-County Fair for the
camnunities of Roll and Y{ellton. (2) Gadsden had a pre-County
Fair at the Gadsden Grammar School.
Organization of the Fair was planned through the County 4-H Lead­
ers I Association and the County 4-H Council. This inc1uded such
details as: Catalog, entry ferms, sUp9rintendent sheets, rules
concerning exhibits and exhibitors, appointment of sUp9rintendents
and assistant sUJerintendents, camnittees for Dress Revue.
Special mention shoul.d be made or the catalog which in 1951 for
the first time, was fUll paper size and exhibited an improved or­
ganization and style over previous years.
Dates for the Fair in 1951 were April 13 and 14. HOI'Iever, since
all c10thing entries for the Fair had to be in by Wednesda;y at
5:00 P.K. and since setting up for booths, decorations, etc., had
to be done priOr to that, it really meant that the Fair for HODS
Econanics wcrkers extended from April 10 to l4.
Again in 1951, tlB overall decoration of booths 'W�s done by Ha:ne
Demonstration Clubs. Tm Dress Revue was held out- doors. A spe­
cial. stage was built by tte school and a carpmter employed by
the 4-H Council..
In 1952, the Junior Agricultural Fair, in many ways shewed an iin­
provement over previous years. Planning Beetings of special groups
yere vezy effective among Which can be mntioned: 4-H County Coun-
. cil, 4-H Leader Council, Dress Bevue Camnittee, Superintendents .
Camnittees.
The 4-H County Council this year, financed the building of booth
partitions. Trey were bUilt of cal.otex with Beard frames and each
year, ·have been stored away as a I2rmanent part of Fair equipment.
These partitions were a . great help in setting up the school audi­
torium for the displays. The Dress Revue stage setting in 19.52
was the most elaborate and the most succeasful, yet attempted; a
huge fiOW'er, out of the center of which the Dress Revue girls
stepped.
For the first tim in 1952, a cash award of ten dollars was given
to the overall Junior Dress .tlevue 'Wi.nner •
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(c) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organization (cont.)
Sub Project D - 4-H Clubs (cont.)
1953 saw a radical departure in the Fajr, in that it expanded to
� a bonafide County Fair o£ which 4-H is one division. A large
plat, Qt land beyond the Yuma Country Club, was designated as Fair­
ground and the Pan-�rican .AJnueement Corporation was contl-acted
to furnish exhibit tents and amusements. Since the plot was raw
land, it was necessary to dig a weU, to build rest roans, as weU
as to move aU 4-H cattle sbeds, etc. There were no funds to begin
'With and it was much to the credit of the Board of Directors, that
the Fan- closed with a good surplus, With which to make imprOV'e­
JDellts for the caning ye$r. From the publics Viewpoint, the Fa.ir
was a hn� success.
In 4-H, tb&re were twelve cCllllllUIlity booths prepared by the folIaur­
ing clubs: Crane Taste and Baste, Jolly COlJDIluters, Gadsden 00-
Getters, Gadsden Stitch & Cackle, North Gila Up -& CClDing, Parker
and Poston, Quat1;ssite Hi-Jolly, Roll Busy Bees, Antelope, Rood
lIerry Jlaids, SouertQn Junior Homemakers , Little Viomen, Wenden
Harquahala, Salane, Yuma.-Jlesa. linn & Ha and Yuma-Mesa SeWing Bas­
ket. or these booths, the Saoerton Junior Hanemaker Club received
top seare. HCM"ever, tIley were all very well done and reflected
credit on tb9 4-H club prograa.
T� 1953 Dress Revue was, hOllever, both satisfactory and disap­
pointing. It was satisfactory, because the girls participating
did the best job of modeling of any year so tar. They were, with­
out, eXception, poised and business-like � Their garments fitted
them. unusually well and they really looked quite professional. In
tm Senior party "dress divisiCll, there was particularly close caa-
,
lX'tition. Finally, the judges gave Charlotte Sal�r one point more
than the three who tied for second place. These were Joan Koogler,
Delia Torres, Betty Bickers.
The disappoint:aent about the dress revue came fran tha availability
" of the stage. No decorating could be done as in previous years
and no pre-practice sessions for the girls could be arranged.
This current year of 1955 the public dress revue at the Fair is
l'fortb¥ or s�cial mention. It was a decided improvem9nt over the
two previous years when the dress has had to share time and stage
setting with the general stage shOW'. This year the hour between
7:30 and 8:30 was definitely set aside and there was no interfer_
-26-
interest has been evident
this year in the number of borsand girls wanting to compete, and
in the amount of preparation that
has gone into getting individual de-
monstrations ready.
. j
1udges for the Somerton event
will be State 4-H Club Leader Gra­
ham P. Wright·; Jean. Stewart, state
leader in home demonstration; and
Mrs. Frank Pritchard.
Participants will represent all of
the 4-H clubs in the county. Of .the
54 scheduled entries; 40 will be in
home ec, and 14 in agriculture.
H '0 m e economics demonstrations
will be mainly on clothing, foods,
and home management. Agriculture
demonstrations will be mainly con­
cerned with. livestock, poultry, gar­
den, and tractor.
Public Invited
Club members, parents, 4-H lead­
ers, and the general public are In­
vited to attend the-: all-day event.
�uncheon )'\T111 be, a;vailable, �i ,theschooLcafe:te:tiaL
_
_.'
.' ;_;, ::if.
So m�y c.ontestallts have regis­
tered .that. there. will probably be
more
.
than .. ope demonstration i,
progre.ss at onc_e during part of the
day. The, dembnstration
Yearly, affair; and
on
Want to DOW the song of the
? Tere it is:-
COME TO TUB FAIR
c'Th.e sun is a-ShiD,ing to welcome
the day
mata....oI c..e to theFaltl
The folks are aU � flO
merry all4 gay .
High.... ! Coate to the Fairl
All the � OIl the ..... ate
as rIDe as ea lie,
WAIl trinkets aJlCI tok.. ..
pretty to see
So it'.�e, tIleD, .i1c1ens aDd
...
T. the fair in the pride of
-28...
The entries do not compete
each other.
,,,:;t,1t7.!I!*·.�'1
The canned and preserved
section includes almost
of canned fruit and "\Ze!g'et;ableS���
Pickels, jams, jellies, fruit bU'ttel'.S!1
and other specialtie.s are also
[tered.
j In addition, an entire section
is
given over to frozen foods.
The entire home economics de­
partment has been increased
ily since the fair first began
,years ago.
'm1n"", rush <to get booths finished is made Tuesday afternoon as exhibitors hurry to com-
work on commercial exhibits didn't begin until Monday while the domestic
(Farmer Photo)
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D. PROOlWli OF WORK (cont.)
(c) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organization. (cont.)
Sub Project D - 4-H Clubs (cont.)
ence , All gir�s 'with the exception Of the first year were scored
and winners selected on Tuesday night previous While )iJiss Church
and :Miss B�ley were at tbe Fair. First year girls in their aprons
and mit potholders were scored Saturday evening, beginning at
6:45. Mrs. Ellenore Face and 14rs. Margaret Pritchard were judges.
Since the scoring had .taken place previously, tm Agent was very
glad that the girls showed up for the public revue almost to the
last girl. They did the best job modeling that they have ever
done. Mrs. Harry Ellis J was narrator and the Agent broadcasted
over KYUJ4 out front to one side of the stage. She thus had a good.
view and was reaJ.ly very proud of the girls. Tm bleachers were
full of parents, friends and just spectators and they 'Were a large
and appreciative audience. Senior division 'Winners were: Sports,
Mary Bobersky; Best Dress, Mqbelle Mann; Suit dress, Joyce Barry;
Tailored coat, Helen Faullmerj Paz1;y dress, Norma Baldri� j School.
dress, Barbara Braden. The senior sweepstakes dress revue winner
was �belle Ma.rm and the Junior sweepstakes dress revue Winner was
Sandra Neese. The senior girls receive free trips to tl:e 4-H Round­
up in August. Since there is no Junior dress revue at the Round-up,
Sandra Neese receives a cash awar� of ten dollars.
- Since this current year of 1955 has been the first year for the use
of the new Danestic Exhibits Building, tine was spent in assisting
with overall plans and for 4-H exhibit space in particular. The
space allotted to 4-H was pro-rated to camnunities or clubs accord­
ing to the number of entries made. BoothS were as follC7RS: Parker
(included 4 clubs fran Parker and PO$ton); Crane (included 4 clubs
fran Crane area) t SarertCll; Gadsden (included Go-Getters and Stitch
and Cackle Clubs); Wellton (included Desert Queens and Antelope
·Clubs); North and South Gila (Up & Caning .Club); Bu:sy V.anens Club;
Hem &. Ha 1 Club; Cook In Chuckle Club; Mohawk Valley (Busy Bees
Club); a caabinaticn of small clubs (Bouse Hi-Jolly Club, Gila Vis­
ta Club, Las Casitas Club, Yuma. Mesa Snip and Sew Club). The con­
census o£ opinion was that this years booths sh�ed an improvement
.
over all previous years, both in planning and in 'Workmanship.
Time scheduled for judging the booths was Thursday morning, Which
proved an inopportune tine for the Extension staff members. Judges
were finally chosen fran an outside source as follours: Mr. Dan
Solwedel, Business Manager of'the Yuma Daily Sun; Mr. John Van
Houten, a local insurance man; lirs. Pauline Van Horn. They were
supplied with score cards and c;lverages computed, 'Which gave the
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(c) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. OrganbatiQl (cent.)
Sub Project D - 4-H_ Clubs (cent.)
sweepstakes ribbc:n to the Busy Waoen Club booth. This booth bad
been worked out With lire sized _figures en which all dresses were
displa19d. A breakfast table was set repeating the foods or coe
of the breakfast' posters and a sewing machine was set up with one
of tb9 figures sitting at it.
The total number of points for the 4-H Hane Ecenanics division this
year was 18114. This is an increase over previous years, sharing
that entries were more numerous. There were almost as JDaIl1" foods
entries as clothing entries. Food. preservation and heme furnish­
ings traUed. Senior sweepstakes Winner was Halen Faulkner with a
total of 69 points. Joyce Barry was a close seccnd with a total
of 67 points. Junior sweepstakes winner was Sandra Neese with a
total of 28 points. 'The club sweepstakes for pOints went to the
Hem and Ha 1 Club with an average of 24-7/ll points' per member.
Demcnstrations
Beginning with 1953, the Annual. County 4-H demanstratian contests
have been held separately fran the 4-H Fair. It has proven very
much a success both in the number of participants and in the quali­
ty of demonstrations.
This current year the contest was held an :March 12th and because of
the number of demoo.stratiClls entered, it was necessary for two Hane
Eccnanics secticns in order to take care of' them in one day. The
place of JEeting was the Saoertcn School and the contest got under
way at ,ten in tb! morning and ran continuously lmtil four thirty in
the afternoon.' Judges included lUss Jean Stewart, State Leader of'
Haae Demanstraticn Work and Mr. Graham 'Wright, State .4-H Club Lead­
er. A partial list of the Heme Econanics demonstraticns appeared
in the Heme Demcnstratian Agent I s column in the Yuma. County Farmer.
A clipping is included.
Judging
In 1951 and 1952, Hane Eccnanics judging was not included with the
Fair program, but was mld as a separate event fol1.C1Ning the Fair.
Since the Demonstration contests have not been held during the
.
Fair, the Judging contests have been on Saturday morning of Fair
week. Rings in both Foods and Clothing have been set up follcuring
the plan or those to be used at the Round-Up.
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(c) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organisation (cent.)
Sub Project D - 4-H ClUbs (c.ont.)
Judging (cant.)
This cUrrent year o.r-195S, the clothing 'rings were as follows:
Aprons; Sewing Bams; Blouses; Dresses; Pattern, Fabrics & Find­
ings. Juniors judged four sets and seniors four set� the options'
being serving boxes and dresses. Written reasQ'ls, both Juniors
and Seniors, were given for Pattern, Fabrics & Findings. Oral
reasons Were given for blouses and dresses.
In foods the follaring sets of rings were judged: Biscuits; Mut­
fine; Place Settings; Hard Cooked Eggs; Butter Cales. .Juniors
judged four sets and seniors four sets, the options being biscuits
and cams. i�ritten reasons were'" required for menus, both Junior
and Senior. Oral reasons were required for mufi'ins (Junior�) and
cal<e�, (Seniors). Results were tabulated and ribbon awards made
at the Awards Assembly the last day of the Fair.
Sweepstakes
At the 1955 Fair, as in previous years, Sweepstakes were deter­
mined by the number of points earned by each 4-H member. Every
blue and red ribbon represented a given nwnber· of points.
Hane Ecmanics 'Winners in this individual contest were:
1. &len Faulkner
.2. Sandra .Neese
Club Sweepstakes were determined by the average number of points
accumulated per club nember in the club. Winners in the contest
were:
1. Yuma Mesa Hem & Ha 1 Club
2. Gadsden Go-Getters
'Dress Revue
The 1955 public dress revue on Saturday night is worthy of specd.al,
rention. It was a decided improvenent over tm bro previous years. I
when· the dress revue had to share time and stage setting With the
general stage shaN. Tbis year the hour between 7:30 and 8:30 was
definitely set aside and there was no interference. All girls with
the exception of the first year, were, scored and Winners selected \
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Blue Ribbon Fair Booth
Parker and Vicinity 4-H Clubs
Blue Ribbon Fair Booth
Somerton and Vicinity 4-H Club
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Blue Ribbon Fair Booth
Gadsden and Vicinity 4-H Clubs
Blue Ribbon Fair Booth
Yuma Mesa Cook n! Chuckle 4-H Club
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Blue Ribbon Fair Booth
Busy Bees 4-H Club
4-H Fair Exhibit Judging
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Senior Dair,r roods Demonstration Team
Helen and Margaret Faulkner
W1nn1ng Fa1.r Booth
Busy Women 4-H Club
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lSAIND\NICH INSTRUqION-Joyce Barry, left, and looren� Harding, of the Yu�' Mesa Hem and Ha Club, demonstrate sand­
making and how to cut and wrap them for different ccccslons. The girJs presented one of the more than 50 demonstra
tions at the 4·H demonstration contest last Saturday at the Somerton School. Members fro mall over the county' cempeted]
against each other for recognition and awards which will"be presented at the YU,mo County Fair.
.
(Farmer Photo)
Demonstration Day
Termed "Success"
County 4-H leaders termed
Demonstration Day held last
urday at the Somerton Grammarl
School "very successful" 'in a state­
ment this week, ,
Ray Wei'ck, assistant county ag-
'ent, and Miss Mariel' -, Hopkins,
county' horne demonstration agent,
said 'that tlW judges,- Grahat;n P
Wl;ight, and :.,Jean ;'Stewart,',
'
,4::'H leaders, and 'l\{rs;' Frank
chard; were; .surprised and'<
ed- by, the pl'e'paratl()ll, and
evident in many of the 'demonstra­
tions.' ", -� ,<�·,t ':. "'_ '.:
-
:'
, The' visitor�.c'onira£llla�d yurita,
4-H clubbers on the" quality, of the
demonstrations llncl t)l� ln�r��t
[evident in elub activities 'ih
'. the
.county.
-
r- _,' " ,-
Mdr� than. ,5<)
-
<!�mon�ns
were presented _ y members �.from
'all over .the . county', -Parker' was
wen represented ':wlth :15 entrants
inths competition, ,') ,:�,c ,; ,
AWar9s 'wn} '�i)�
•
pres�nte4 at th�
Yuma. �County, 'Fair, 'April 13-17.
'J'he- con"tt#sf _ is -real!¥:'; piirl. of the
fair activity, bu1r?beeause' -of time
and space needs it'i� c6nducted be-
fore th�: actual fair dates: '
:. Top, awa-rd Winner will g9 to the
State' 4-JI ;Rou!!du�; at TUCS911 in
August;' List' 'of' -those who, will
(\oni.pet�. i:n:;��"iOll1i�,Up i,� riot yet
a;al�able ."�: � ':'" .
THURSDAY, MARCH 10, 1955YUMA (;LJUNTY F"AR!""E� YUMA, ARIZONA 7 Karen West, Maridean West, MesaJack Rabbits.
2. In Foods:
Rows and Whys of Sandwiches,
Joyce Barry, Laurene Hardin, Hem
& Ha's Club.
.Making Home Made Ice Cream,
Helen Faulkner, Margaret Faulk-
ner, Hem & Ha's Club.
\
Baking Powder Biscuit, Jo Ann
Atherton, Sip and Sew Club.
Preparing Grapefruit for the'
Table, Phyllis Barton, Sip and Sew _
Club.
'
Making Peanut Butter Cookies,
A partial list of Home Economics Wilma Stewart, Iva Jones, BusyNext Saturday, March 12, prom-
Bees Club.b d f Y demonstrations to be given thisises to be a ig ay I or uma
How to Make Cinnamon Toast,C 4 II' A tt f fact Saturday is as follows:ounty - e1'S. s a ma er 0
Hope Kimball, Connie Kimball, Sipwe're really celebrating National 1. In Clothing:
and Sew Club.4-H Club Week, March 5 to 13, in Color Harmony, Elva Warner, Scrambled Eggs, Jacque' Kloby,a big way this year. It began with Dorothy Atherton, Jolly Commuters Karen Keeton, Sip and Sew Club.our slightly colossal 4-H Barbecue Club. Setting the Table, Bobby Hodges,at the Fair Grounds last Saturday, Glue Method for Cleaning Wash- Jerelyn Durnil, Cook 'n ChuckleMarch 5. This Saturday we'll wind able Woolens, Carole .Berry, Karen Club.up the week with our County dem- Carter, Cook 'n Chuckle Club. Making Potato Soup, Suzanne'onstration contest.
How to Sew on a Button, Rache Heinitz, Irene Erwin, Seam andFrom present writing, with three Romo, Pitch Patch Club. Steam Club.communities yet to be heard from,
R Judging Biscuits, Mary Nicholas,there are thirty-two Home Econo- Making a Sewing Box, June. ose, Mary Uhl, Cook 'n Chuckle Club.mics demonstrations as well as a Brenda Whitton, Snip and Sew
Making Biscuits, Rosalinda Sakie- Ilarge number of Agriculturaldern- Club.
.
stewa, Haymakers and Homemak-'onstrations. The contest will get Making a Mit Pot Holder, Yvonne
ers Club.underway at 9:30 a.m in the morn- Whitten, Snip and Sew Club. Proper Measuring, Virginia Ray,ing and continue on during the day. How to Make a Garment Cover, Marigold Lornayesva, HaymakersThe place of meeting is the Somer- Margaret Holtsoi, Pitch Patch Club. and Homemakers Club.ton School. A noon lunch will be How to .Thread a Needle, Marla Making Cinnamon Toast, Patsyserved at a small charge. Out of Patch, Stitch and Ditch Club. Burns, Kitchen Maids Club.eounty visitors will be Mr. Graham The Three S's of Hair, Margaret Paring and Sectioning Grape-jWright, State 4-H Club Leader and Schott, Sandra Neese, Busy Women fruit, Alberta Patch, Kitchen MaidsMiss Jean Stewart, State
_
Home Club. Club.Demonstration Leader. They will "Shine Mister", Cheryl Higgins, Cooking Boiled Eggs, Betty Bur-act as judges in conjunction with Busy Women Club. ton; Kitchen Maids Club.Mrs. Margaret Pritchard and Mrs. Packing a Suitcase, Bonnie Lee How to Make Cinnamon ToastEllinorp. Face from Yuma. Winnett, Busy Women Club. Carla Patch, Stitch and Ditch Club 1This contest decides who will Sewing on a Button, Brenda Preparing Potato Salad, Elaine j:represent Yuma County at the Neese, Busy Women Club. Betts, Jolly Commuters Club. :State 4-H Roundup which this year Nails or Bind Claws, Janie Rush- Setting a Table, Armilda Golden: ffll be held at the University of
-
in, Busy Women Club. Beverly McDonald, Busy Women's fArizona early in August. Fitting Fashions to the Figure, Club. '-L-_.........:.�--- ..._
.....,.",-==�_......_�-'--..."'"""=--,I Quick Sponge Cake;-Mar.y l!Qber.... fsky, Jolly commuters Club. �
Making Cocoa, Ann Lon Michen-
jler, Jr. Farmers and HomemakersClub.
Foods We Should Eat Daily, IEvelyn Frauenfelder, Jessica Reiss,
Jr. Farmers and Homemakers Club
Measuring the 4-H Way, Linda
Michener, Judy Morse, Jr. Farmers
and Homemakers Club.
Making Peanut Butter Cookies,
Ruth Ann Moody, Jr. Farmers and
Homemakers Club.
Marie! Hopkins
Says-
By the Horne Demenstratien AJielit
ow
iOP SENIOR DIVISION-Dorothy Atherton, left, and Elva Warner of the Crane Test
and Baste club topped Senior Home Economics division with their demon�tratl '
"Color Harmony". To illustrate their points, the girls had dressed dolls In diffe
colors and styles of clothing. Dorothy and Elva outlined basi� information. on
end shades and were ready with tips on color selection for different occasions a
e:ents.
'
•
(Farmer Photo)
NG TIPS--Sandra Neese, left, and Margaret Schott, of
Mesa, won a blue award with their illustrated tips
out the need for self-assesment before choosinq
a change in style can make a big difference in appear­
rmer Photo)
BLue RIB80N BISCUITS--The judges watched Mary Uhl, left, an dMary Nichols of
Cook 'n Chuckle club make biscuits. After samples were provided, and the demon­
strotlon was reviewed, the girls were awarded a blue ribbon, They must have been
good.
.
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D. PROORAM OF ViORK (cont • )
(c) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organization (cont.)
Sub Project D - 4-H Clubs (cont.)
Dress Revue (cont.)
v:_
on Tuesday night previous while Miss Church and Miss BJ)rley were
at the Fair. First year girls in their aprons and mit potholders
were scored Saturday evening beginning at 6:45. Mrs. Ellenore
Face and lIrs. :Margaret Pritchard were the judges. Since the
scoring had taken place previously, the Agent was very glad that
the girls shared up for the public revue almost to the last girl.
They did the best job modeling that they have ever done. lIrs.
Harry Ellis was narrator and the Agent broadcasted over KYUM out
front to ale side or the stage. Soo thus had a good view end was
really very proud or the girls. The bleachers were :tull or p:lr­
ents, friends and just spectators and they were· a large and appre­
ciative audience. Senior Division Winners were: Sports, Mary
Bobersky; Best Dress, Maybelle Marm; Suit Dress, Joyce Barry;
Tailored Coat, Helen Faulkner; Party Dress, I�orma. Baldridge;
School Dress, .Barbara Braden. The senior sweepstakes dress revue
winner was Maybelle Mason and the Junior sweepstakes dress revue
winner was .Sandra Neese. The senior girls receive free trips to
the 4-H Round-Up in August. Since there is no Junior dress revue
at the Round-Up, Sandra Neese receives a cash award of ten dollars.
Round-Up
The 4-H Round-Up this current year took place August 22 through 26.
This was a change fraIl previous years when the event bas been held
in June. It worked a hardship for Yuma County because, generally
speaking, August is the month for family vacaticm.s. One father,
in particular, gave up his vacation so that his· two daughters might
go, which seems hardly fair.
As it was, we were suceesarul, in having nine demonstrations, wren
twelve were originally planned. In dress revue, Yuma County had
five contestants, and there were three judging teams. Contestants
fran Yuma COWlty and placements won were as follC1NS:
Judging:
Senior Clothing - Helen Faulkner ) Blue ribbon team -
Margaret FauJ.laler) Helen Faulkner placed
Joyce Barry ) second high or all entries
-40-
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D. PROORAM OF WORK (cont.)
(c) Project Activities and Besults (cont.)
1. Organization (cont.)
Sub Project D - 4-H Clubs (cont.)
../
Round-Up (cont.)
I
Junior Clothing - Nelya Warner ) Blue ribbon team
Margaret Schott )
Sandra Neese )
.
Senior Foods - Norma Baldridge ) Bed ribbon team
Laurene Harding .)
Elva 'ivarner )
Dress Bevue:
School dress outfit - Barbara Braden - Red ribbon award
Active sports outfit - lvfary Ellen Bobersq - Bed ribbon
award
Party dress costume - Norma Baldridge - Red ribbon award
Tailored outfit - Joyce 'Barry - Blue ribbon award
Best dress outfit - Maybelle ::Mason - Blue ribbon award
Demonstrations
Senior Clothing team - Dorotl:tv Atherton ) BlUe ribbon award
.'
E1va Varner )
Senior Clothing IndividuaL - Bonny Winnett - Blue ribbcn
award
Junior Clothing Team - Margaret Schott ) Blue ribbon aviard
Sandra Neese )
Junior Clothing Individual - Margaret Holstoi - Blue ribbon
award end nedal
Senior Food Preparation Team - Laurene Harding ) Blue ribbon
Joyce Barry ) award and medal
Senior Food Preparation Individual - lvfary Ellen Bobersq -
Blue ribbon award
Junior Food Preparation Team - Beta Welch ) Red ribbon aWard
Larry Thatcher)
.
Junior Food Preparation Individual - Rita Baxter - Blue ribbon
. award
Senior Dairy Foods Team - Helen Faullmer ) Red ribbcn award
Margaret Faullmer)
Summing the 'above up, the Hane Econanics contests in v(hich Yuma
County had entries were as follows:
-la-
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D. PROORAM OF WORK (cont.)
(c) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organization (cont.)
Sub Project D - 4-H Clubs (cont.)
Round-Up (cont • )
Judging
Clothing
Food Preparation
Demonstrations
Clothing
Food Preparation .
Dairy Foods
Dress Revue
Events Contestants
2 6
1 3
4 6
4 6
1 2
1 5
Two demanstrati� in Hom Furnishings had to be cancelled at the
last minute because of vacations.' COe was a Senior team - Subject­
"The Mald.ng of Unlined Draperies"; the otb9r .was a Junior indivi­
dual - Subject - ttMald.ng Box: Furniture".
YUma County's 4-H
Contestant in the
1kilored Division
of the Dress Revue,
State Round-Up
195,
Miss Marie1 Hopkins
HCD3 Demcnstration Agent
Yuma County, Arizona
19.55
Yuma County's 4-H
Contestant in the
Best Dress Division
of the Dress Bevue,·
State Round-Up J 19.55
Yuma County's 4-H
contestant in the
Party Dress Division,
State Round-Up, 1955
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D. PROORAM OF W<lU{ (cont.)
,(0) Pro�ct Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organization (cont.)
Sub P.ro�ct - D 4-H Clubs (cont.)
ttMake It W:l.th Wool Contest"
- .
For three years, advanced Yuma County 4-H girls have taken part;
in the "Make It Yoursel.f With Wool" contest sponsored by the Nat­
ional Wool GrOll'ers A.ssociation. In 1952, at, the contest at the
State Fa:ir, Jljrna. Ellis entered the senior division modeling a
Forsman wool suit and top coat 'Which she had made. Colors of bar
outfit were cinnamon, gray cd old gold. She was awarded the port­
able seWing .chine . offered as a special prize "by the .American
Woolen Association.
In 1953, five Yuma County 4-H girls entered the contest. They were
as follars: Charlotte Salyer, a l4iron Wool nannel outfit. in plain
pOlll'der blue canbined with a shepherd's check in matching blue and
navy; MarUyn Carlisle, a Cambridge Gray Flannel outfit consisting
or a circular sld.rt and lined Eton jacket; &len FauJ.kner, a l4iron
Wool Flannel outfit (same material as Charlotte Salyer's); Sandra
Gaines, a 'Wheat ,ell<7lf l() ol crepe dress of very interesting de­
sign; Joan Koogler, a sport dressmaker suit with a bQcy' lined jack­
et and a close fitting skirt.
Charlotte Salyer was the prize unner of the group. She was award­
ed sheer 'Wool yardage, for a dress.
In 1954, ten Yuma County 4-H girls entered the "Make It With Wool".
They were' as follows: Norma Baldridge, 'a Powder blUe jersey dress
and matching stole with black and white accessories; Joyce Barry, a
Dusty Rose flannel dress and matching short jacket with black
accessories; Mary Ellen Bobersky, a deep turquoise jersey dress
with hand cz-ocbe'ted angora wool collar and bat band. Her accessor­
ies were black and white; Marilyn Carlisle, an imported grey flan­
nel with hand embroidered dots in chinese red. Her accessories
were navy blue; Helen Faullmer, a full length cOat in frosted toupe
lined, nth avacado green milium satin. Her accessories were ava­
cado green and brORn; Margaret Faullm.er, a swede suit of brown
mixed with gold and grey; Laurene Harding, a spcrb, full-length coat
in heather tan. &r accessories were brawn and orange; Susan Rohr­
bough, a .full length coat 'in deep wine. H9r accessories were black
and teal; Charlotte Salyer, a royal red full length coat with a
grey wool. dress and black accessories; Betty Smith, a frosted blue
short coat With red and grey accessories.
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D. PROORAM OF WORK (cant.)
(c) Project Activities and Results (cant.)
1. Organization (cont.)
Sub Project - D 4-H Clubs (cont.)
"Make It With Wool Contest"
�
All girls were in the Junior divisicn, in which Yuma County won
three awards. Marilyn Carlisle W<n a trip to the National Con­
test in Salt Lake City, Utah; Mary Bobersky won a portable featmr
weight sewing machine; Betty SJidth wan wool yardage.
'
This current year of 1955, plans far the contest have been changed
on the State level. A-District Supervisor has been appointed in
the person of »rs. Ellenore Face of yuma and a State Supervisor in
the person of Mrs. Mary RobertsCll of Tucson. The District contest
tales place in Yuma on December 19 end the. State contest some tiDe
in Janua17. While several Yuma County 4-H girls are entering the
contest obviously results must await next year's report to taU.
HOW'ever" one or the girls, Joyce Barry" is a delegate to the Chi­
cago 4-H Contress. She has hurried to finish bar full length Fors­
man's wool coat and is proudly wearing it to the Congress.
Candidates for National 4-H Club Camp
This current year, as with previous years, saw good canpetition.
for tba National 4-H Club Camp award on the County basis. FraD.
the records submitted, Charlotte Salyer I s record was chosen as the
County wimler. She was, in turn, awarded the trip to Washington,
D. C. as a State winner.
'With the three other winners, Charlotte received nice recognition
at the Round-Up after she returned fran her trip. In Yuma, she
spoke bef'cre several civic organizations. She was also a guest on
a television program with the Hane Demonstration Agent in charge.
Sharing the program was Rosalie Robles, our 1954 State winner and
the girls did a good job sharing their experdences and stressing
the objectives of 4-H Club work. This is the first year the dele­
gation has traveled by air to Washington which made an interesting
highlight.
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n, PROORAM OF UORK (oont.)
(0) Project Aotivities and Results (cont.)
1. Organization (cont.)
Sub Project D - 4;..H Clubs (cont.)
Candidates far National 4-H Club Camp (oont.)
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D. PROORAM OF WORK (cont.)
(c) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organization (cont.)
Sub Project D - 4-H Clubs (cont.)
Recogp.j.tion Bmquet
The County 4-H Recognition Banquet, held this year on Saturday,
Q:tober 15" wasa"very successful. event. Changes in plans trail pre­
vious years included doing it in pot-luck fashion" rather than bav­
ing the meal served. Each Club or Camnunity banded to�ther" to
bring their om. rood with the exception of the ice cream, milk and
coffee, Which were donated for the entire group. Apprax:imately
tour hundred were in attendance, including 4-H lers, leaders and
parents. The program was as follovs:
Master of Ceremonies - Favil West, 1954-55 President Yuma County
4-H Council
Invocation - .Rev. Stanley Olson, Faith Lutheran Church
Introduction o£ Guests - Mary Bobersky, 1955-56 President Yuma.
County 4-H Council
Certiticates of' Leaderships - Ray Weick, Acting County A�nt
County 4-H l'l inners - Heme Economics -'Mariel Hopkins, Hane Demon­
stration Agenti Bettie Mead, Assistant HaDe
Demonstration. A�nt "
County 4-H Winners - Agriculture - Ray \ieick, Acting County Agent
in Charge of 4-H Club VIork
Round-Up Awards - Mariel Hopkins, Ray iieick
Address - Graham P. Yiright, State 4-H Club Leader
Installation o£ Officers - Graham P. Wright
Yuma County 4-H Council and Leader I s Association
Because o£ tm distance to travel, clubs from tm Northern part of
the County have not participated in the County Achievement event.
HONever, this year, because the new road between Quartzsite and
Parker has greatly facilitated travel, a goodly delegation came and
returned haue the sane night.
Special Events
February of each is the month at the Silver Spur Rodeo in Yuma
County. The 4-H organization has from tba beginning prepared a
Float for tm" Rodeo parade and this year was no exception. A very
attractive float was built and the Hane Demonstration Agent was
active both with plans and actual construction of the fioat. A
flat truck bed was used on which a large 4-H emblem was fashioned
using chicken wire stuffed with many, many paper napkins. 4-H
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D. PROORAM OF WORK (cent.)
(c) Project Activities and Besults (cont.)
1. Organizaticn (cont.)
Sub Project D - 4-H Clubs (cont.)
Special Events (cont.)
Agriculture was portrayed at the front of the truck with a garden
using lettuce heads, carrots, etc. Two 4-H boys rode' en a bale
of' hay With a small lamb between them. In too rear Haoe Ecenanics
projects were sham with 'a specially made range, a sew:ing center,
etc. 4-H girls manned the stations. The float received one of
the trophy awards.
Yuma CO\Ulty felt proud to be selected for a special 4-H clothing
meeting involving Miss H9len Church, State Clothing Specialist and
l4ies Alice Lynn, Federal Clothing S�cialist. They came to the
CO'Wlty on January 23rd. A group of seven third year Clothing girls
and eight advanced Clothing girls took part in a val.idaticn test
far a State Club bulle tin. Tmre were also four Leaders present.
The Eeting took place in the Yuma Union High School Clothing Labor­
atory beginning at 4:10 P.M. and lasting until 6:10 P.ll. Each girl
was supplied with a sewing machine. Materials on which to 'WOrk
were supplied by lti.ss Church. It was a stimulating ex�rience for
all present and went forward without a hitch.
In lIfarch 5th, a 4-H Barbecue took place to celebrate the dedicatiaJ.
of' the neW' Dooeetic Exhibits Building at the Fair grounds , This
was really an undertaking particularly since the Agents were out·
of' the County most of the week prior to the event. Plans were well
under way before we left for the 4-H Conference hCM'ever, end we did
a lot the Friday and Saturdqy after returning. The Narth and South
Gila Homemakers Club made the cole slaw, the :Mohawk Valley Club
made the barbecue sauce, the Gadsden Homemaker Club cooked the
beans. This Agent saw to getting the food, equipment, etc., with
Which to wark, supplied recipes, etc. The barbecuing of' the meat
was supervised by a Mr. Gayle fran Wellton and was worked en by a
group fran Crane With Ray Weick.
Twelve hundred pe ople were served and there was food for more , The'
food was good and it was the general feeling that much goodnll
had been built for 4-H.
4-H Camp
The State 4-H Camp, as far three years past, was held on the Church
Conf'erence Grounds near Prescott. A dele gation of more than sixty
4-H'ers went fran Yuma County. Counties included in the Camp were
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D. PROORAM OF vV"mK (cont.)
(c) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organization (cont.)
Sub Project D - 4-H Clubs (cont.)
4-H Camp
Apache, COconino, Gila, Navajo, Maricopa, Yavapai and Yuma. Tm
Yuma County Haoe Demonstration Agent did noli attend this year
but in her place' the Assistant Home Demonstration Agent was the
ofticial chaperone of the Yuma County 4-H girl's. Tre Agent has
heard many tavorable remarks' about the camp tran both 4-H'ers and
parents •.
County Council Meetings
The Agents have attended and taken part in the meetings of the
County 4-H Council. Dates tor these metings have been scheduled
to precede County events when it was neceasary to tormulate poli­
cies and plans.
This is the sixth year that Yuma County bas had a 4-H Leader Coun­
cil. This organization has been a big help in organizing and
scheduling duties for all County 4-H events.
Dates for Council J:l2etings have been .January 8; February 5; April
2; .y 14; June ll; September 10; October 1. It was voted this
Fall to meet once in two months rather. than once a month. This
was voted to make it easier for Council nembers to attend 'during
the busy school year season.
Recreation
In community 4-H clubs, recreation is a part of most every meeting
and usually one or two meetings are set aside during the year for
a canplete meeting on recreation.
For the last three years a contest for Fair Queen has been conduct­
ed Prior to the County Fair, as a fund raising project. Since 4-H
bas been the nucleus for the Fair, the Councils voted in 19,3 and
1954 to be a part ot these contests. In 1954, Mrs. Agnes Salyer,
leader of the Sanerton Junior Homemakers club, sponsored the 4-H
drive and a good many 4-H recreation events resulted. Among them
can be menticned: a 4-H chicken pie supper in the Scmerton School
cafeteria,; A cake auction by Hane Demonstration club- members; a
barbecue in the Gadsden Park; a second chicken pie supper held in
the Pecan Grove School Cafeteria in Yuma Valley. In all these
events, the Agent assisted with the plcnning and preparatial of
the t.ood.
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D. PROORAM OF \\ORK (cant.)
(c) Project Activities and Be·sults (cont.)
1. Organisation (cont.)
Sub Project D - 4-H Clubs (eont.)
BecreatiCll (cont.)
Our 1954 Queen contestant was Claudia Yaurell. She was a most de­
serving as well as a lovely candidate. Competition was very keen
and wbe;n tina1. accounting was made, Claudia was in .fourth place.
This current year it.was generally agreed that the 4-H Council
should not enter tm Queen contest. The reason. is that the contest
CClDeS at a time when 4-H families are .far too busy to be spmding
tine at this �ype
_
of community activity.
Sub P.ro�ct E - Reports
Reports .fran the Haoe Demonstration Agent· s office take the farm
of a monthly narrative and statistical report. To tmse, this
year - since an assistant Haae Demonstration Agent has sanewhat re­
lieved the congestiCll in the program - a weekly report as 'Well.
Th:! Agent has a calendar outline lfmre she writes down· appointments,
makes notes concerning meetings, etc. Reports are largely made
fran this calendar.
nIl Nutrition
In DO phase of Haoe Demonstration. wcrk are the effects or a long
term program more evident than in nutrition. Requests for assist­
ance cane fran wbat canmunities bave learned to be important, scme­
tiDes extending many years back. Far this reason, it seems harcfiy
tair to tell of one years work in nutrition Without going back for
at least a brief account of teachings and accomplishments in pre­
vious years.
Two decades ago, Yuma County, through the Hane Demonstraticn ser­
vice had an intensive course in child care. Tle Agent is still
teeling the influence of this course and fran tine to time, she
receives requests .far the literature from the Children I s Bureau
in prenatal., infant en d pre-school child care.
In 1949, tm Agent added 1;.0 mr bulletin supply, the one entitled
"Your Children fran 6 to 12", published by the Children I s Bureau
of the Federal Security Agency. This last named, went to .Camp Fire
Guardians, to Parent Teacher Association committee nembers as well
as to our Extension Personnel. This current year, there have con­
tinued to be requests for. this bulle tin.·
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D. PROORAM OF WORK (cont.)
(c) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
XIII Nutrition (cont.)
The long established custan. of giving advice an food preparation,
means that the Agent is called on for advice in all phases of
food preparation fran supplying recip:!s to interpreting results.
Three factors have alwa.rs influenced the graririg of hane vege­
table gardens in Yuma County as follOlfS: character of soU and '
water supply; climate; prcncimity of commercial vegetable growers.
In a large portion of Yuma County, the soil is salt and does not
lend itself to the growing or a variety of produce. Irrigation
systems furnish water for comparatively large areas, but are dif­
ficult to adjust for a small area such as a haDe vegetable garden.
The growing season extends for the entire year with possible ex­
ception of two months in the extrene heat of the SlllDlJer.' Because
of camnercial truck gardens, Yuma County markets are abundant in
both variety and aaounbs of fresh fruits and vegetables and at a
cost less than that of production on a small scale. In short, the
grO'Ning of home ve getables and fruits is not generally practical
in Yuma County. There are, of course, certain exceptions.
Sub Project A - Food Production
Always, the Hane Demonstration program in Yuma County, in all
phases of Food production, has been subsidiary to that of the
County Agricultural Agent. The Haue Demonstration Agent has in­
cluded timely information on poultry and egg production as well
as hane gardens in her publicity. 4-H garden and poultry projects
are supsrvased by the Assistant County Agricultural Agent.
Sub Project B - Food Preservation
A part of the Hone Demonstration Agent I s time each month of the
year is occupied with di.spensdng information on food preservation.
This is because food material grOW's in Y'WDa County the, year round.
Harever, this presence of fresh food materials has made Yuma Coun­
ty not one which cans or freezes heavily. The practice is to pre­
serve the surplus which occurs and to use it to supplement the
fresh vegetables and citrus fruits of the long grOWing season.
Such fruits as apricots, peaches, pears, plums, cherries do not
grOf( to any extent locally. The last few years there has been
rather large scale trucking of such fruits from California which
has stimulated hane canning and freezing. Then, too, s:ince Y'WDa
is located on the border of' California orchards, many haoemakers
go to California for the purpose of, canning and drying the fruit.
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The year ot 1943, saw an effort to make the drying of vegetables
in Yuma County practical. Dehydrators were built in farm communi­
ties and two result demonstrations conducted. While the dried
products Were fairly palatable, yet, without exception, hcmemakers
preferred canned foods. Drying was not deemed of much practdcal,
use in Yuma County, because surpius can better be conserved by
canning or freezing.
-
In 1943, also, wten pressure eanrez-s were being rationed apprax:i­
mate1y one hundred new pressure canners were purchased in Yuma
County. This has, in all subsequent years, helped materially the
haue canning or food materials. In years past, some �ork has
been done by the Agent in testing the accuracy or pressure gauges.
HaJever, Yuma County I s dry climate, together with sea level aJ.ti':"
tudes, tends to keep,gauges accurate and to minimize the importance
or such testing.
The last eight years have seen a decided decline in canning in
favor or freezing as a method or preservation.- This seems to be
due to the greatly increased facilities for freezing. In Septem.­
ber of 1945, a commercial freezer storage locker plant was opened
for trade With more than sixty per cent or the rentals going to
rural people. This plant is at present operating at peak capLcity.
In addition, the last eight years have seen hane freezer cabinets
installed in a great many or the rural hanes .dn Yuma County.
Fr·QIl 1945 to the present time, the Agent has attended a total of
six workshops on Food. Preservation, given at tm University ot
Arizona, under the aUspices of the State Extension Staff. Each
of these bas served as a refresher course and results have been
given back to all org�zed groups in the County.
The A.gent receives many requests for information on packaging for
freezing. .These are , of course, all answered.
One thing should be mentioned here and that is the influence 4-H
Club work has had in spreading up to date information on packaging
for freezing. Sane of the girls have worked up excellent deIl}-on-
.
strations and in the process ·of so dcdng , have become very well
informed, al. ong with their leaders, on the subject. It has crea­
ted an authoritative source of information in at least three coun­
tyareas.
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An added stimulus to canning food material this year has COlle
through work with the various Superintendents of' the Wanen's Di­
vision of the Ywna County Fair. One television program to.stimu­
late interest in canning food was given by tb9 Agent in August
With the help of Mrs. Lillie McCain Smith, head Superintendent.
Illustrative material was secured by the Agent fran Mrs. Betty
Owning, a Hane Demonstration Club member fran Gadsden. The Agent
has received many favorable 0 amnents on the progran and from.
hasema1rer reports, it has stimulated not only canning but uso
freezing of surplus food material.
Saaellhat as an aftermath of the above requests fran our regularly
organized Heme Demonstration Clubs came in this current Fall for
a demonstration en "Taking the Guess Work out of Jelly Macing".
Accordingly, the Agent got out her jel Deter and. made jelly at
three different commnnj ty clubs. In every instance the jelly
made 'Was bigh grade. ·A good many years ago the Agent bad nego­
tiated the purchase of jelmeters by hanemaker club members and
there are still a few � these in each community. It is planned
to use this neighborhood fashion for jelly making.
Sub Project C - Food Selection and Preparation
Work in food selection and preparation falls into three classes
as follars:
1. Project work with adults
2 •. .Request work with adults
3. 4-H Club work
Project Work With Adults
In 1949, the Extension Nutritionist, was in charge of' a Leader
meeting, "Favorite Mexican Dishes". It took the form or a buffet
luncheon prepared, served and its .nutritional value developed in
a round table discussicn. The JD3nu was as fol1CM's: Chiles Hel­
lenos; Frijoles Refritos; Rospadas; Ensalad d Aguscata; Cocada;
Coffee. 'While returns from this neeting have been fair, yet women
have not been very enthusiastic, because the dishes were elaborate
and relatively expmsive and because living near the Mexican bor­
der, the art o£ Mexican cooking is alreaey highly developed in all
communities.
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In 1950, before Miss Reva Lincoln, Extension Nutritionist, re­
signed her position, she conducted two leader meetings in the
County as £011<7118: "Maals That Can Waittl, "Salads fran Locally
GrORll Products". These demonstraticns were repeated in part and
in Whole by leaders and by the Agent. In the fOrBer, a "Master
Mix", "Raux", etc., are used in the preparation or an oven meal,
a broiler meal, as well as top stove dishes. The latter consisted
o:t just what the title implied, the making of lunche on and dirmer
salads. Suggestions given, in the demonstrations, have been widely
used :in all camnunities.
'
Early in November of 1.951, Mrs. Elsie Morris, Extensicn Nutrition­
ist, responded to a long expressed request of the County HQD3maker
Council. She ccnducted an all dq' leader meeting on "Food for En­
tertaining" • The morning was spent in discussion and demOll$tra­
tion, after which tie group divided for actual preparaticn of a
noon day buffet meal designed for entertaining. Foods prepared
were correct nutritionally, as 'Well as being very attractive. Pow­
dered milk was used in abundance. Foods prepared included: a
center-piece of an egg plant, tooth picks stuck with carrot curls,
baconettes (broiled bacon curls With peanut butter), olives and
cream cheese pecan halves, Chile Rellenos, broccoli and cauliflow­
er salad on ranaine" pin-wmel biSCuit, cocoa With pcwrdered milk
topping, ambrosia, scotch toffee.
Between November 1951 and March 1952, in all eleven communities
represented at the leader meeting, the subject matter, and in five
instances, demonstrations were given as follON-ups.
Tb3 largest carry over from this work, has been the increased use
of dry skim milk as a supplement to Whole milk.
In March of 1952, a County all-day meeting on "Good Breakfasts"
lias held with Mrs. Elsie Morris, Extension Nutritionist, In­
structor.
Laboratory phase of the meeting was the preparation of' foods "Which
the class members served as a noon brunch. Foods prepared were
as fol1011s: Fresh Fruit ,Centerpiece; Spoon Corn Bread; and Bacon.
Dried non-rat, milk was made up and served ice cold for the beverage.
Coffee was als 0 served.
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The discussion phase of the meeting centered around a general
explanation or the nutritional needs for a good breakfast. Em­
phasis was placed upon the importance of milk in the diet. The
discussion method was verr well developed and the entire group
participated freely. Nine carmmnities were represented. A
questionnaire had been previously prepared by Mrs. Morris, in­
quiring into family food habits with special reference to break­
fast and milk consumed. The questionnaires were used iIi the Coun­
ty and collected at a later date.
Subsequently, the subject matter fram this neeting was given back
to all organized groups.
In J1l11e. of 1953, two leader meetings were held, one for the bene­
tit of clubs in the Southern part or the County, the aliher for
clubs in the Northern part of the County.
.
The first of these was held in the Business and Professional Wo­
msn+s Clubhouse in Yuma. Participating were, leaders from the
Narth and South Gila club, the Yuma Mesa Club, the Wellton Mohawk
Club, the Gadsden Club, t113 Upper Valley Club, the Wednesday af­
ternoon club. The meeting took the form of a 'Workshop on tre Role
of Protein in Safe Reducing, with Mrs. Elsie Morris in char ge •
This featured particularly broiled foods - liver, barbequed chi­
cken, meat patties, steak. Swiss chard, salad vegetables and
beef roast were contributed by leaders. A deliciOUS, lON-calorie,
high protem luncheon was served at noon to all present. The af­
ternoon was sperrt in establishing correct weights tor all present
and in formulating teaching procedures to be used by leaders at
club :rreetings. A similar meeting was held in tm Parker area,
With leaders from the Parker YiaD9nls club and fran Poston No. 1
and Poston No. 2 centers in attendance. In all cases, the work
was well received.
.
During the 1953 year, Mrs. Elsie Morris was in the County for
J.eaders meetings on. "Bread EnrichJIent". On March 16" a leader
meeting was held in the Methodist Church dining ball at Parker.
This was for the benefit or club representatives in the Northern
part of tIe County. On March 17, a similar neeting 'Was held at
the Agent's home for the benefit of club representatives in the
Southern part of �he County. Both of these meeting� Were enthus­
iastically rec;:eived by the women who attended. Yeast breads pre-
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pared by the WODen at the meetings were as foll<M's: Golden Rich
French Bread, Bread Sticks, Cracked Wheat Date Nut Bread, Y�-hole
Wheat Bread, Triple Rich Bread.
At both these 1954 leader meetings, there were requests for meet­
ings on yeast rolls. Since the Sp!)cialist 1 s schedule did not
permit her returning to the County for further metings, the
Agent handled tm requests by demonstrations before individual
elubs in the Southern part of the County. For the Nortmrn part
of the County, she held a leader meeting as follcws: because of
summer heat, the meeting was held September 24, the Agent travel­
ing to Parker the evening previous, to be ready for the meeting
at ten in the morning. The Agent, early that morning, made up a
formula Of roll dough and the meeting began by making this into
caramel pecan rolls for the noon Lunch, Follaring this,· the lead­
ers worked in groups of three making a dough formula. While this .
was raising, Nirs. Mae Baldridge, gave a review of the leader meet­
ing on "Enriched Bread" last March. Mrs. Baldridge included a re­
port of � the use to which this meeting had been put. FollCM'ing the
lunch pezLod, the hanemakers made their roll formulas into various
shaped rolls (miDe ograph sheets supplied directions). All the .
rolls were baked at the meeting and all were delicious. The meet­
ing ended with all leaders anxious to carry on both for making rolls
at home and for sharing their respective club group. Throughout
the meeting, an understanding of the function of all ingredients,
both for good nutrition and for successful preparation, was stress­
ed. A gluten ball was prepared, exhibited and baked.
At the Easter season this 1955 year, Hone Demonstration Club mem­
bers have wanted to make Hot Cross Buns. Accordingly the Agent
.
gave a demonstration shorting all steps or procedure. Heliever,
since the nutritive value and techniques or preparation had been
done, these meetings were more social than formal.
Results of the entire program on bread enrichment in Yuma County
during 1954 and 1955 are tabulated as follCM"s:
Hanemakers buying enriched flour and
bread stuffs 680
Homemakers baking bread 185
Homemakers baking rolls 450
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Haoemakers using dry skim milk to
enrich honemade bread & rolls 350
HomemakBrs storing honemade bread
& rolls in freezer storage 200
Hanemakers using wheat germ 100
Request Work -With Adults
As in previous years, the Agent had a good. many requests far re­
cipes for holiday foods. Because of annual report work, it was
not possible to have Christmas Suggestion. leaflets mirre ographed.
The traditional Christmas work neeting of the Gadsden Club was
held on December 2nd.
'
Follaring the custcm of several years, our
hostess was Mrs. &nry Frauenfelder. The meeting be gan at ten in
the morning-and the day was spent in making Christmas, sweets. It
'Was very successful in spite of the fact that this year there were
no pecans to use in candy making. To the array of hane made Cal �
made at the meetirig and brought by hanemakers attending, this year
popcorn baL Is were made. The latter were 'wrapped -in "Seran" and
tied With Christmas ribbons for tree hanging. Everyone went hare
happy.
The meeting of the Narth Gila club was a canbination of the above
and of making stuffed toys. It was also very successful.
Two special. 4-H club :meetings were held at Which popcorn balls
were made At one of these, the movie of last year I s County Fair
was shosn ,
FollaRing the planned program of work for 1955 in Nutrition,
Leader meetings on ttOutdoor Cookery" were held in May with the
cooperation or Mrs •.Elsie Morris, Extension Nutritionist.
In the Northern part of the County, the meeting was held at the
Agricultural Extension Center, Poston Camp #2, be ginning at 10:00
A.M. on Y�'ednesday, May ll. The mimeographed sheet material for
the meeting had been' prepared oil a previous visit of the Extension
Nutritionist to the County. Even so, there was an unusual amount
ot preparation necessary so Mrs. Morris arrived in Yuma at noon on
Monday. The afternoon and early Tuesday morning was epent in
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shopping and necessary advance food preparation wark. Tie trip
was made to Parker on Tuesday and final shopping was done in Par­
ker that evening. The n:eeting in the northern part of the County
was the most successful Hane Eeonanics one of its kind to date
with the Indian wQlen. They were much interested. T}2 chief em­
phasis of the meting was on sanitation, good food habits and cor­
rect scheduling. Dr. J. N. Roney, Extension Entomologist, gave a
very ti1Iely demonstration of fly eradication at the beginning of
the meeting, using Dipterex and Malathion solution. Two charcoal
grills were used, one a portable grill brought fran Yuma; the other
fireplace built from bricks by the local �ople. It was interest-
ing that one or the Indian .<men remarked that she had seen a portable
grill in one of the stores, but thought it was meant for a blacksmith
shop. At noon, a goodly nwnber of Indian DeD Ca.JJe to eat with their
wives. Foods included barbecue broiled chicken; broiled steak; bar­
becued ribs; broiled beef patties; broiled fish fillet; cole slaw
With carrots, lemon dressing; scalloped potatoes in foil; fresh cam
in foil; combination vegetables in foil; French bread with garlic
butter; fresh fruit; cocoa.
A similar Leader meeting was held for Leaders in the Southern part
of the County on Friday, May ·13th. This tina our meeting place
was the spacious home and beautiful lawn of Mr. and. Mrs. E. P.
Townsend in the North Gila Valley. This meeting will long be re­
membered by all present as a wonderful occasion from start to fin­
ish. Outdoor Cooking as a healthful, satisfying recreation has bad
a permanent; boost in Yuma County by these two leader meetings.
During June of this year, two follar-up n:eetings on the subject
were attended by the Agent, that is: -
The Gadsden Ham Demonstration Club and the North and South Gila
Hane Demonstration Club held Barbecue meetings during the month
and both were outstandingly successful. The Gadsden Club invited
their husbands and children. The mal was served at sundorn at
the Felix Sagulja ranch. Everything went off as planned featuring
foods which had been demonstrated at the Leader meeting barbecue.
It is wcrtb;y of note that Mrs. Segulja folloved the suggesticns of
Dr. Roney, spraying with' t.he inalathion formula for fly eradication.
As a result, in an area where flies are ordinarily very prevalent,
there was not a single fly. The Agent saw none. T:m spraying was
done a 'week ahead at tine.
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The North and South Gila meeting was called for eight in the morn­
ing and the meal was served at eleven thirty. As with the Gadsden
meeting, it was highly successful.
There have been alimr :ueetings during the month featuring outdoor
cookery other than barbecue in which the Agent has taken part.
These have featured sane phase of the Leader neeting before re­
ferred t.o.
There have been reparts of similar neetings su�rvised entirely by
Leaders in Upper Valley, Yuma Mesa, Somerton, Yuma, Parker, Crane.
In all it is estimated that 400 families have profited by 'the prog­
ram. in "Outdoor Cookery".
, "
Miscellaneous meetings on Food Selection & Preparation during 1955
with the Agent in charge ',include: The Making of Rolled Tacos;
Uses of the Electric Frypan; Preparation of a "Good Breakfast".
Sub P.r-oject D - 4-H Foods
Project work in 4-H Foods is largely concentrated into the months
September through June and is highlighted'by:.
1. Enrollments
2. Explanation of project requirements
3 • Leader assf.sbance
.
4. County demonstration contest
5. County Fair
6. State Round-Up
Most of this has been covered prev�ously in this report. A few
things, hCRever, may be added: In preparatial far the County 4-H
demonstration contest held March,12th, the Agent mailed to club
leaders and members, suggested subjects and sample outlines for de­
monstrations. Demonstrations worked On in the various clubs in­
cluded, Making Baking Powder Biscuits; Making Feanut Butter Cookies;
Making Plain Muffins; Mak ing Whole Wheat Muffins; Scrambled Eggs;
Making Salads; Making a Baked Custard; Foods We Should Eat Daily;
Sandwich Making; Setting the Table; Macing Sponge Cake; Mating
Cocoa; M9asuring; Paring and Sectioning a Gra�fruit; 'Making Cin­
namon Toast; Making Cupcckes; Mck ing Ice Cream.
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Five demonstrations were County winners and were given at the
state Round-Up. These are here listed with State results as fol­
lars:
Dairy Foods- Sr. Team Demonstration "Making Ice Crean t1 ,
Helen Faulkner, Margaret Faulkner - Red
ribbon -award.
Sr. Team Demonstration "HONS and Whys of
Sandwiches", Laurene Harding, Joyce Barry -
Blue ribbon, Medal.
.
Sr. Individual "Making a Quick Sponge Cake",.
Mary Ellen Bobersky. I
Jr. Team Demonstration "Making Baking Pow­
der Biscuits", Rita V�-elch, Larry Thatcher -
Red ribbon. -
Jr. Individual "Making Cup Cakes", Rita
Baxter.
Food Preparatian-
Two television programs during the year have featured 4-H Foods
demonstrations as follCM"s: Making .Baking PC1Ifder Biscuits, Joe
Smith and Abie Piceno; Hows -and Whys of Sandwiches, Joyce Barry
and Laurene Harding. Both programs were highly successful •
.,.
On February 3rd, Mrs. Elsie Morris, Extension Nutritionist, w�s
in Yuma for a 4-H Leader meeting on Foods Judging. Eleven leaders
assembled in the conference roan of the new County Agent·s offioe
at ten: in the morning tor the meeting. The work centered around
the actual judging o£ rings of hard cooked eggs and of muffins.
Very good basic information on foods judging was presented by Mrs.
Morris and 'the Leaders expressed themselves as having received
much help on judging leadership.
Total enrollments in Food Preparation for the year amounted to
256. Of this number 197 completed. In explanation it can be said
that the total enrollment sent to the State Of'fice on. January lOth
of this year was 219. The remaining thirty seven were spring en­
rollments and tm normal tine :ror completions has not passed.
Food entries in 4-H at the Fair were larger in number than Previous
years and were in general of' very good quality.
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,Since the beginning of Home Demonstration work in Yuma County,
more than three decades ago, clothing has been its strongest prog­
ram. It is no wender that there is nCM' a nucleus or waren who
have learned:many HaDe Econanics Clothing techniques. These 'Wo­
men are scattered throughout the County in all c'amnunities and act
either formally or informally as adult and 4-H Leaders. Because
ot the added demands made upon the Agent's tine by an expanding
program, the Agent has, whenever possible, for the past several
years, left formal. instructions to these leaders. This has meant
that there have been .fewer adult demonstrations in clothing work
given by the Agent than in previous years. The work on tailoring
presented by tb9 State Clothing Specialist during 1949, has greatly
expanded the long time program. In addition, there have for six
years past, been 4-H leader meetings on Clothing techniques. For
these reasons,' it seems best to tell of the clothing program in
its relationship to the teachings of other years.
Sub Project A - Selection
For a good ma.ny years, as market conditions have changed, s�lection
of materials has been a repeat program. In 1942, "Identification
of Fibers", was presented at a Leader :rr:eeting and in turn 'Was given
to all Home Demonstration clubs.
.
In 1947, new materials again appeared in the stores after the war
shortage. In October of that year, Miss Balen Church presented
lI)rk in the County on the use and care or new materials. This_ in­
cluded an exhibit of materials classified as cotton, rayon, nylon,
canbination nylon and rayon, fire resistant fabrics, materials
(wool, cotton, linen) specially treated far overcaning laundering
end wearing shortcanings.
In February of 1948, a clothing leader meeting was held with Miss
&len Church in charge. The subject of the meeting was "Style
Trends" • As usual, this was an all day meeting. The morning was
occupied with an illustrated discussion. The afternoon was spent
With a clothes "clinic". 50ne of the leaders brought dresses
which they wanted to remodel. They modeled the garments and there
was a round table discussion of what could be done to modernize
them.
_
In October of 1948, Miss Church was again in tm County for a
Hanemaker Council ueeting. She brought along an exhibit or child�
ren I s clothing bearing ta€;:1 giving the gaulmer measurements made
according to government specifications.
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In 1949, the. Tailoring School conducted by Miss Church, included
wark on selection of materials.
In January of 1.952, a kit on the DeW materials prepared by l4:is s
&len Church was sent to the Agent and was used by the Agent at
all her meetings, both 4-H and adult. On three occasions, it was
loaned to leaders .tar use at lQeetings, which the Agent did not
attend.
On November 1.3, 1952, Leaders .tram seven communitieS, met in the
Business and Professional '''aDen's Clubhouse for an all day Deet­
ing on \¥"ardrObe PLannjng. In preparation for the meeting, the
Agent mailed .torms prepared by Miss Church on which leaders were
to itemize c1.othing on hand. Tmse they brought to the meeting
and were used tor the labaratory period. in the a£ternocn.
Points emphasized were:
1. Color - "Build your wardrobe around a color theme ot
one or two basic colors such as black, navy, green,
brarn, and gray".
2. Basic dress or suit.
3. Planning for balanced expenditures.
4•.Accessories , shoes, etc.
5. Textile intelligence, buymanship, care, use.
A very carefully wcrked out kit for wardrobe planning was left by
Miss Church in the County for folla« up n:eetings.
During 1.953, the subject matter from this leader meeting was given
back to organized groups.
On march 10th of 1953, Miss lelen Church was in charge of a lead­
er meting on "New Fabrics It. The meeting be gcn with the shaling
of two movies, . one on the actual. factory procedure for making a
man-made fiber, tm other on care and ironing of acetate g�nts.
The afternoon was spent in a discussion of the subject supplement­
ed With well planned illustrative materials. Miss Church ]e ft two
kits in the County for use at folIar up JD3etings.
In 1954 there was opportunity !or but one visit to Yuma County of
Miss Church, in the interest of the adul.t clothing subject matter
program. Since her subject was "Altering Ready to Wearl1, it belongs
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partly under the heading "selection" and partly under "construction".
It is briefly as follows: _ Monday, October 4th, the Agent and
Specialist journeyed to Parker and fran there went to Poston Camp
#2 on Tuesday morning and tor an all day leader meeting in the Hone
Econanics Laboratory of the Agricultural Extension headquarters.
Leaders, by request, brought ready-to-wear garments, which did not
tit correctly and .Miss Church used them as demonstration material.
Befare the meeting closed, the subject or altering was very thor­
oughly covered. Mvomen have since reported that garments altered
as directed, are proving highly satisfactory. On ·Wednesda.'Y, Octo­
ber 6th, a similar meeting to the above, was held at the Agent IS
hane :tor leaders in the Southern part of the County. This proved
to be a meeting with good participation on the part of the wanen
and ace enthusiastically received.
A total of twelve camnunities were reached by these two leader meet-
.ings, as tollars: Gadsden, Sanerton, Crane, Yuma. Valley, Yuma Mesa,
Yuma, Mohawk Valley, Wellton, liorth Gila, South Gila, Parker, Pos­
ton. The Agent has been present and helped with follc:w up ueetings
in tour' camnunities. Results fran these meetings are:
Homemakers influenced for better buymmship
ot "Ready to Wear" 450
Hanemakers making alterations of nRea� to
.�n �o
,.
A State Extension Sewing Machine workshop, was held in Tucson the
week of May 10, 1954, with Miss Helen Church, Clothing S:(:eciali$t
in charge. The Yuma County Agent attended. Standard machines of
various makes, both shuttle and round bobbin, were supplied for
each Agent and were systematically cleaned and adjusted. Each'
Agent was supplied .with a poster outline of procedure to use for',
meetings in the County. Among the bulletin material was, "Buying
Your Hane Sewjng Machine ", U�S.D.A. Hane and Garden Bulle tin 38.
The Agent has foundgood. demand for this bulletin since returning
fran the workshop. She publicized the bulJB tin in her weekly col­
umn and has distributed eighty-six copies on request.
Be that as it may, the Agent has been disappointed in requests for
follQY-up Sewing Machine wcrkshops in the County. Only three have
materialized as £01101(s:
,
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On June il, 1954, a workshop was held in the North Gila Valley,
for the benefit of hcmemakers living in both the North and South
Gila. Twelve hanemakers reported with their selling machines end
a successful day was spenf in thoroughly cleaning and adjUsting
the machine s •
On August 17, 1954, a similar 'Workshop was held at ltfellton. Hare,
the Agent worked with the program chairman or the RaDemaker Club
who secured the list of hanemakers interested. Fourteen haremak­
ers brought machines and a successful day1s work follONed.
On January 26th, 1955" a sewing machine clinic was held in the
Rood Caomunity Center. Nine WOllEn sent in requests to clean and
adjust their sewing machines and as many reported for work at
10:00 A.M. In every case a thorough job was done and good results
obtained. The meeting closed at 3:30 P.M.
Garment construction techniques have always been popular With Houe
Demonstration club members in Yuma county. During 1947, the chief
achievem3nt in this field was adoption of short cuts in seWing
fran a leader meeting conducted by Miss Church. She wrote a bul­
letin far this meeting entitled "Save Tine by Short Cuts". Tm
short cuts taught, have proven very popular all years since, to
the present and have been used not only with adult groups, but
with 4-H clubs as well.
The wrist pin cushion is much in use, partly because until this
Fall it was one of the first year 4-H clothing requirements, but
also because of the above short cut meeting. The jiffy method of
putting in zippers, is being used in every 'canmunity.
In April, 1948, Miss Helen Church initiated a program with Home
Demonstration clubs on "Use of Sewing Machine Attachments". Sub­
sequently, the Agent conducted similar n:eetings with all Hane De­
monstration clubs. It has been estimated that more than two hun­
dred hOIl'emakers have extended their use of seWing machine attach­
ments because of these meetings.
During 1948 and 1949, re�at demonstrations were given all commu­
nities by leaders. The Agent has had many opportunities to use
the information with individuals and groups in all subsequent years.
In 1949, a Tailoring School was held. Its teachings have since
largely daninated the clothing program. For this reason, it seems
well to describe it again in sane detail.
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As already told, the foundation for the school was laid with a
leader meeting on selection in February, 1949. In July, the Haoo
Demonstration Agent sent a letter to club representatives enclos­
ing an enrol.l.nEnt card. As a result, there were forty enrollments
expressing fairly evenly distributed preferences for coats and
suits.
.
During October, two all day meetings were held. on suit making and
two on coat makirig. After material and patterns had been selected,
shoulder pads were made. Next, muslin garments Were cut from the
patterns selected. These were then very carefully fitted to the
aRners. Grain lines were very carefully watched. Ii' the materials
Were not marked "sanforized", it was shrunk by class members at
hane following directions by Miss Church. Pattern alterations were
made fran the muslin after fitting. The follCM"ing bulletins were
used as source material. At the first meeting, each class member
made up a kit of these bulletins together with mine ograph sheets
on "Stay Lines" canpil.ed by Miss Church.
. .
U.S.D.A. Farmer's Bu1Jetin #1894 "Coat Making at Haria"
U.S.D.A. Farmer's Bulletin #1964 "Fitting Dresses"
U.S.D.A. Farmer's Bulletin #1968 �tPattern Alteration"
U.S.D.A. Misc. Pub. #591 "Har to Tailor a Womants Suit"
Because of the tailoring sch.ool, thirty-six leaders , adults, and
4-Hters have reached a higher level of accomplishment than ever
before •
They have proven very helpful in building correct clothing proce­
dures in their canmunities andwill continue to do so for years to
cane. The Agent considers it a job extremely well done.
In May and June of 1950, there were leader meetings on pattern
alterations. A total of 199 members a1tered patterns at meetings.
For the follow up meetings, a kit was left in the County by Miss
Church and was used by all groups.
During 1951, pattern alteration work was carried on by leaders.
In January of 1951, Mrs. Mary Robertson, Acting State Clothing
.
S�cialist, was in YmnaCounty for a series of three leader meetings.
Two of these were £or 4-H leaders. The third was a meeting for
Hane Demonstration club leaders. The Subject was, "New Techniques
in Sew:ing" featuring placket finishes, cordings, collar and packet
finishes, .beLts , etc.
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During February and March of 1952, Better Dressmaking Schools were
held with Miss &len Church in charge. Both 4-H leaders and adult
club leaders signed up , At the first lI'eet:Lng, Miss Church shared
slides illustrating style trends and steps to foliar in beginning
a better dress. Then i'ollCM'ed a demonstration on measurements and
on pattern alteration. W�n worked in groups of two, taking their
lIeasurements and recording them. tiss Church passed out directions.
for haDe work to be done before the meeting early in March.
In :March, forty-su: wcmen finished dresses as a result of the
schools and there was much enthusiasm over the success of the fiil.­
ished products. The dresses were outstanding in design, workman­
ship and becaningness. Fitting problems had been expertly handled.
Results fran these Better Dressmaking School.s, were canpil.ed and
. included in the Agent IS 1952 Annual Report.
In October of 1953, Miss Ohnrch again cane to the County for Cloth­
ing Construction work. This time, two leader meetings Were planned,
one for the Northern part of the County and one for the Southern
part.
The leader meeting on "Dresses That Will Work For You" was held at
the Parker Indian Agency. In addition to representatives fran tour
organizations in Parker and poston, a group of wanen fran Quartzsite,
Salane and Wenden were in attendance.
The morning was spent in a discussion of the important points to
cOIl$ider in selecting and making house dresses. Miss Church brought
along dresses which she had made fran. the patterns designed by Ore­
gon farm wanen. These were modeled by members of the class and
formed a nucleum for a very fine discussion� In the afternoon the
walen worked in groups of two, taldng maasurements_for pattern size
which was tollONed by a demonstration on pattern alteration. by Miss
Church.
.
On Tuesday, October 20, 1953, a similar meting to the above was
held for leaders in the Southern part of the County. The meeting
was held at the B. & P. Vi. Clubhouse in Ywna and was attended by
eighteen leaders. Both these meetings were enthusiastically re­
ceived. The IISetings were reported back to the clubs at their
next meetings. However, actual work meetings were postponed until
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1954, because of a very full program. The dresses were included
in the premium list for the 1954 County Fair as a means or main­
taining interest in the_ project.
In January or 1954 the Clothing interest of all adult clubs, cen­
tered around the making of "Dresses That Work For You". The Agent
took the kit With her -to all meetings, which she attended and an­
swered questions. In this connection, there were inqw.ries on
tailoring technaquea and the Agent offered bulletins on bound but­
ton holes and on stay stitChing at all meetings.
During January, February and March or 1954, "Dresses That Work For
You", were being made in numbers in all camnunities. There was
one .-drawback. The dresses were so popular, that hanamakers wore
them,. rather than saving them to enter in the County Fair in April.
The Agent saw very pretty ones being worn wherever she went.
Two Homemaker clubs had lIOrkshops for making the dresses. Sewing
machines and tables .were brought fran member1s hanes. Tm 'WOmen
divided into groups of two, .taking each others masurements." mak­
ing pattern alterations when needed and actually cutting and sew­
ing On "Dresses That Work For You".
As. nearly as the Agent can find out, there were two hundred and
ninety dresses made in tlie County and tmy are still being made.
Mention should. be made of two subsequent shC7Nings of the "Dresses
That Work For You". One was a television program over KIVA an
January 20, 1954, __with the Agent and the Specialist acting jointly
as mistress ot ceremonies. The di..f'ferent styles were modeled by
Mrs. Lillie McCain Smitp. of the Upper Valley J Mrs. Harry Ellis or
the Yuma .Mesa, ·14rs. Lorraine Ramsey of the North Gila ValleyJ in
addition to the Specialist and the Agent.
At the Ninth Country Life Conference of Arizona Wanen, June 14
through 17, 1954, on the University Campus, YUma County1s dele­
gation used the dresses that work for you successfully to report
en County activities.
Another television program in the County, done jointly by Mis�
Church and the Agent, should be reported. It took place tm even­
ing ot October 7, 1954, the subject tlAltering Ready To Wear". Cre­
dit goes to Miss Church for setting up the program and it was very
successful, and well received.
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This current year of 19.5.5, the work of tre Specialist in the Coun­
ty dealt with the subject ":Making Western Shirts". Two full days
wark was required to canplete construction instructions for each
group. In the Soutmrn part or the County a total or seventeen
leaders representing ten clubs were trained. The place of meet-
ing was our new office headquarters and it proved very satisfactory.
In the Northern plrt of the County the meetings were m,ld in the
Woman's Club House in Salane where a total of eight Leaders fran
four canmunities were trained. The v.ork has since been given back
in all camnunities represented. or course, Western Shirt Making
is a special interest project which limits its Widespread adoption.
As nearly as results can be obtained the record of shirts made in
the County as a result of these meetings is 178.
During the current year, several local leaders have requested bul-
.
letins en Pattern Alteration and measurement cards. These have
been used for neighborhood ga.rrent construction workshope. . There
have
-
been thre� such workshops and the leaders have all attended
Leader Training Clothing meetings in the past.
For the past several years, because. of a crarded program, the
Agent has found it necessary to curtail clothing meetings in pre- .
paration for Christmas and to rely largely upon leaders to take
.
charge. She has, hovever, supplied such illustrative material as
patterns for stuffed toys, apron patterns, stencil patterns. This
current year, however, she did find time to IOOet �ith two groups
who requested work meetings on Christmas gift. making.
On December 30th the Agent was in charge of a TV program Oller
KIVA. She chose to interview the two Yuma. County girls who had
recently returned fran national conventions. One of' these was
Marilyn Carlisle, who represented Arizona as Junior winner in too
"Make It Yiith Wool" contest at the National Wool GrONer's Associa­
tion in Salt Lake City. The other was Charlotte Salyer, who was
Arizona's "Girl's Record1• delegate at the 4-H Club Congress in
Chicago.
Marilyn gave the highlights of her plane trip to and fran Salt
Lake City and told of the many exciting and important things that
happened While at- the convention. She exhibited the lovely hand
'Woven woolen material she was awarded as 'Well as the otter gi.f'ts
she received.
Charlotte gave a very fine description of her trip and exhibited
the many trophies she brought home. Both girls used a large map
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of the United States to trace their journeys., It is interesting
to note that the Agent, as suggested at Annual Conference, mount­
ed all brochures used, and found that it made for a much mcre
effective displ�.
�ub Project C - Clothing Economics
While there has been no tine for formal meetings with adult clubs
in clothing econanics during the current year, previous years work
has had its influence and the Agent has answered many requests for
information Which have been taken care of.
For several years, Clothing econanics was carried undar the caption
"Care of Clothing Series". The first of t� series was "Identifi­
cation of Fibres", the second was "Laundering Techniques�, the
third was ttDry Cleaning".
Later the series branched oUt into clothing storage. The phase
chosen was storage of shoos and sewing equipment and included a
work meeting for making, among other things, portable seWing cabi­
nets. These cabdnebs have proven very popular. The first year
they were made in all Home Demonstration clubs. Since' then, there
have been numerous reports of seWing cabinets having been made.
During the SlllllIIer of this current year two separate requests were
canplied With for Dress Form neetings. The Agent reviewed the
directions for maldng paper dress forms and supervised the making
of dress forms. They came out very well. SOlIe at' too women pre­
sent at each meeting had taken part in dress form neetings whan
we had them several years ago and th3y were a great_ help with the
actual construction.
Sub Project D - 4-H Clothing
Regular 4-H Clothing club work, 'as in previous years, has largely
centered around project canpletion. Preparation for special ev­
ents has served to establish deadlines far these completions such
as: the County Demonstration Contest; the County Fair; the State
Round-Up; the County Recognition 'Banquet.
Special. helps with the 4-H program from State and Federal workers
may be li�ted as folloas:
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February-
�-
AprU-
Miss Helen Church, State Clothing Specialist and Miss
Alice Lynn, Federal Clothing Specialist - Clothing
techniques workshop for third year and advanced 4-H
club girls.
Miss Helen Church - 4-H County Leader meeting - work­
shop on 4-H Clothing Projects and 4-H Clothing judg­
ing.
Television program - Miss Helen Church and the Hane
Demonstration Agent - Clothing Judging at the County
Fair.
Miss Madeline Barley, Haoo Demon$tration Agent at
Large - Judge, Northern Yuma County 4-H Pre-Fair.
Miss Jean Stewart, State Leader of Hem! lA9monstration
Work - Judge, County Demonstration Contest.
Miss Helen Church and Miss Madeline Barley - Judges,
Y1UllB. County Fair.
Special leader training meetings with the Agents in CMrge may be
listed as follows:
In March the Agent pinch-hitted far the Clothing Specialist by
holding a 4-H clothing leader meeting in Parker for the benefit of
leaders in the nortl'ern part of the county. This was a similar
meeting to the one held in Somerton far Southarn County Leaders in
February With Miss Church in charge. The Agent spent a very busy
day With the group shauring both sewing techniques and judging tech­
niques, and took the farm of a workshop.
This Fall, the Agent has been in charge of four 4-H Clothing Lead­
er meetings. These meetings are the result of requests from tll!
Leaders far help with sewing techniques. The leader from the Gads­
den and Sa:nerton areas have met twice; from the Crane, Yuma and
Yuma Mesa areas have met once; frem tm Wellton, MohaWk area have'
met once. These groups are planning to n:eet once a month. In
each case they are all day workshops with papez sack lunches at
noon. The leaders are happy about the plan.
'
At the County Demonstration cOntest on March 12, demonsteatd.cns
were given in: Color Harmony; Glue N19thod for Cleaning Washable
iiioolens; HOW' to Sew on a Button; Making a Sewing Box:; Making a
Mit Pot Holder; Hov to Make a Garment Protector; HOi to Thread a
Needle; The Three S IS of Hair; "Shine Mister"; Packing a Suit
Case; Care of Fingernails; Fitting Fashions to the Figure. In
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clothing work canpletion or projects takes precedent over demon­
stration or a.n:y other work. Fer this reason toore are fewer 00--
.
monstrations in Clothing than in Foods.
Demonstrations at the Round-Up and results were as follows: Sr.
Clothing Team - "Color Harmonyf1, Elva Warner, Dorothy Atbertc:n -
Blue ribbon. Sr. Clothing, Individual - "Packing a Suit Case",
Bonnie Winnett - Blue ribbon. Jr. Clothing Team - uThree S' s . of
Hair, Sandra Neese, Margaret Schott - Blue ribbon. _Jr. Clothing
Individual - uMaking a Garment Protector", Margaret Holstoi -
Bl.ue ribbon and medal.
.
Because our County Dress Revue at Fair tine is held at night, we
have difficulty getting pictures or the 4-H girls involved. This
current year, because of the vigilance or the State Information
SpeCialist, SODe of the girls were induced to put on tmir dresses
especially for a picture. These were taken on the movie· oa.uera
in color and inclUded in the County Fair fUm. This has been
shown throughout the County at 4-H meetings.
In the Dress Revue at the Round-Up, Yuma County's contestants and
awards were as follGfs:
Norma Baldridge, Parker - Party Dress - Red ribbon award'
Joyce Barry, Yuma Mesa - Tailored Outfit - Blue ribbon award.
Maybelle Mason, Gadsden.-. Best Dress Outfit - Blue ribbon
award.
�
Barbara Braden, Sanerton - School Dress - Red ribbon award.
Mary Ellen BabersIcy', Crane - Active Sports Outfit - Red
ribbon award.
We were particularly proud of Yuma County's 4-H contestants at
the Round-Up. In both judging and demonstrations, they made blue
ribbon awards throughout and Margaret Holstoi of Parker won a medal
as well. The credit goes not only to the 4-H1ers themselves, but
to the splendid cooperation and help of �he . Leaders. We felt that
all four demonstrations showed unusual. �ONledge of the subject at
band that the subjects chosen were arzything but easy. In two ()f
the demonstrations, the girls worked hard to avoid having the sub­
ject Derely an illustrated lecture and we thought they were quite
successful. We were happy that Helen Faulkner received the runner­
up high score in the Senior Judging contest.
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Since a Home Management Specialist was added to the Staff eight
years ago in the person of Miss Grace Ryan, the Agent has observed
a real advance in Hane Management and H0m9 Furnishing work in t:m
County.
In 1947, a meeting en "Kitchen Storage" was held with nine conmuni­
ties represented by their leaders.
T'M Specialist brought with her excellent illustrative naterial
and the morning was ��nt in discussing things that can be done to
improve kitchen storage fol1aring the theme of making the kitchen
work for the honemaker, rather than the hanemaker 1rarking for the
kitchen.
Miss Ryan, left her illustrative materials for use in the indivi­
dual club meetings. It included suggestions rO!' stagger and verti­
cal sectioning of shelves and drawers to make for convenient kitch­
en storage', devices such as knife holders, spice shelves, arrange­
EDt of equipme.nt to make for saving labor, etc. There was a file
of picture clippings and an ample supply of reprints of the Country
GentleJIen, :May, 1946, articles entitled "Better Kitchen Storageu.
This furnished material for excellent meetings on "Kitchen Storage"
in all Hane Demonstration clubs.
In 1948, the second leader meeting was held on "Kitchen Storage"
with Miss Ryan in charge.
Nine camnunities were again represented by leaders and a busy day
was spent. This time, rather than storage for small equipment,
the work centered around floor plans and the arrangement or large
equi:poent. This "WOrk was subsequently presented to all HaDe De­
monstration clubs.
For the past six years, "Cut-Out" books have been given out by
special request to rural_honeIDakers who have been prospective build­
ers. There have been forty-seven of these. All have reported find­
ing the cut-outs very helpful. In the past five years, tm Agent
has visited homes in twelve camnunities, wiere ideas fran tb9 kitch­
en storage meetings have been used. These have varied fran an en­
tirely new kitchen to a rearranged cupboard or a utensil drawer.
There has been much accanplished in modernizing kitchens throughout
the County for which the Extension program either directly or in­
directly takes credit. In all rura� communities, . as well as urban,
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there has been a big building pr-ogram during the last eight years.
In 1949, ldss Ryan was again in Yuma County for our Hane Demonstra­
tien Council �eting. Sm brought along the noor plans end minia­
ture replica of the expanding farm house which had been prepared,
for the Country Life Conference at the University. This Miss Ryan
used £or an illustrated discussion at the meeting.
Not a month passes, but that Sale request comes to the Agent's of­
tice, which has to do With planning a farm haDe and information
as well as bulletins are dispatched •
•
During the year 1952., two very interesting request neetings by
Hane 'Demonstration clubs were mld on the subject "Planning a
Farm Hana". The Agent began in each case by reviewing the bulle­
tin "An Easy Way of Planning a Farm Hane". She included a review'
or circular 202 "Storage for Your Hane". A very interesting dis­
cussion tollO'lled.
During 1948, a leader meeting was held on the subject "Problem Win­
dars It with Miss Ryan in charge.. Since that tine, the Agent has
used. the "Problem WindCM's" subject matter to help with request con­
ferences on selection of drapes, etc. There were seventeen such
requests in 1949" eighteen in 1953. This current year, the Agent
has help3d twenty-one hanemakers with windCM' problems.
In September o:f 1950, Miss Rycn was in the County and an introduc­
tory meeting on the subject "Importance or correct Lighting in The
Hane", was held for 'County Leaders. Twenty-one leaders attended
representing eleven canmunities. Miss Ryan opened up a new field
in lighting and its importance ,for all those who attended the meet­
ing. Her approach was to shaN the importance of correct light to
the maintenance of eye sight. &r illustrative material was prac­
tical, readily interpretable by the leaders and very much to the
point. The kit was left in the County for the leaders at club
,meetings.
During 1951, meetings an correct lighting in the home were held
for two rural groups which were nat present in the original groups.
Results ot the above meetings are more readily neasured in terms
of better understanding of the importance of good lighting. It,
hOl'lever, was established that approximately 200 homes made changes.
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During the last three .years, including the present year, good
lighting has COl1.e to be a canmon topic of conversation at. all club
meetings. In 1952, two kits, one on linoleums and one on cleaning
rugs and upholstery, were in use in tte County through the cour­
tesy of Miss Ryan. These kits furnished interesting background
for meetings in all Hane Demonstration clubs. In the case of tm
linoleum Kit, two clubs requested a second meeting and leaders bor­
rafed the kit for a more thorough studi. This proved, hourever,' to
stimulate interest in the subject offLoor coverings, rather than
to make the hanemakers feel they knew it all. As a result, it was
voted at the 1953 County Council meeting, to request a 1954 leader
meeting on floor coverings with particular emphasis on selection
and care of carpets. This meeting was held in Yuma in November of
1954. Ten camnunities were represented and the meeting was enthu­
siastically received. Two pamphlets were prepared by Miss Ryan for
the meeting and subsequent use in tm CC;)lmty, entitled "The Rug and
Carp3t Picture 11 and "Cleaning Carpets". There was also- a well
worked out kit. on the subject left by .Miss· Ryan for use at follO'l1
up meetings.
FollOW' up m3etings for this work have been a carry over for this
1955 year's program. Tte Agent is glad to report that the work has
been given back to all ten communities and that, in addition, she
has responded to two requests for a meeting on the subject fran out­
side groups.
As nearly as can be ascertained, three hundred and. fifty families
have adopted one or mare practices from. the Rug and Carpet series.
In November of 1953, a Home Furnishing Leader neeting was arranged
for Miss Ryan to service clubs of the Parker area. Because the
greater part of these wanen are Indians, it was decided to make
the meeting center around the care of floor coverings. The women
were divided into three �ps and two groups were supplies with
grades of linoleum, asphalt and rubber tile. The third group was
given a piece of carpetdng, They were assigned tasks of testing
the materials with different types of stains, etc., and in the
case of the carpstdng, they learned heM' to shampoo it. There was
good interest in the project on the part of the women.
In November of 1952, an all day leader meeting was held cov:ering
two subjects as follows: Success hints for use of electricity,
care of equipmnt. Fourteen Leaders were present representing ten
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communities. Tm former included a discussion of good. buying
guide posts and a demonstraticn of what it means to use electri­
city intelligently. Guide posts for buying electrical equipnent
were (l) discussions based an family agreenenta (2) Shop the
fields (3) biance money, tine energy expenditures against needs
and wants (4) will present wiring system carry equipoent safely
and satisfactorily (.5) availability of repair service (6) depen­
dability of manufacturer (7) safety, etc.
In care of equipment, pots and pans were studied for material s
used, for efficiency of parts such as: handles, side handles,
bail handles, covers, general good features.
In February of 19.53, Miss Ryan was in charge of a leader meeting
bearing the title "Short Cuts in Hane Men agementtr • Ten canmuni­
ties were represented. The subject included a discussion of tools
that tire you. Physiologic and psychic as well as the many practi­
cal advantages of short cuts were developed. The Agent afterwards
sat in <n some meetings when this subject matter was given back at
club neetings. She felt that the leaders did an unusually good
job. Particularly did they stress the physical. effects of poor
.
management. The high incidence of heart failure seemed to strike
hane. They stressed avoiding tools that tire you, facts about
'posture and good work heights. This was not a meeting when numer­
ical :results could be obtained. However, the Agent knore that it
was discussed in all gr-oups and that it was a very important subject.
In November of 19.53, Miss Ryan oane to the County for leader neet­
ings on "Wall Accessories". One of trese, as usual, was for clubs
in the Southern part of the County. The other meeting combined
the subject matter of "Wall Accessories" With work an floor cover­
ings already told. The four reproductions of famous paintings
supplied by the Farm Journal were used as a basis for teaching sel­
ection of color, etc. Miss Ryan had prepared mime ographed leaflets
which served as good discussion ma.terial. A kit furnished na.:terial
for sharing correct grouping at pictures, etc. The meeting was in­
tensely interesting and the leaders present, took an active interest
in it.
.
During the first three months or 1954, the kit made on Wall Acces­
sories, made the complete round of clubs for follC7N up meetings.
Two clubs had work meetings when they framed their favorite prints.
Two clubs made their meetings luncheons with invited guests. At
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these, in addition to the regular subject matter material, the
four reproductions of famous paintings from the Farm Journal were
enjoyed. Fran figures obtained, as nearly as can be estimated,
two hundred and fifty honemakers and other individuals were ·as­
sisted in furniture arrangement and use of accessories.
Sub Project B - Construction
During 1950, Miss Ryan, HODe Mana&ement Specialist, was in charge
of a leader meeting on the subject "Special 1'.ood. Finishes". This
was the second in a series of two naetdngs , the first having been
held in 1949. During 1950, subject matter from both leader neet­
ings was given back to all organized clubs. FollOll up or these
meetings has continued. Bulletins written by Miss Ryan, entitled
"Furniture Repair" and liThe Finish Counts", continue to be given
out on request.
Fol1C1'ling the initial leader Eeting on Importance of Correct
Lighting in the Hane, two schools of two days duration each, Were
held in 1951, for the purpose of sharing the mechanics of lamp
shade construction. Miss Ryan was agai n in charge and leaders
worked up some very fine examples of modern lamp shades.
All steps had-been thoroughly explained by Miss Ryan in two miJIeo­
graphed bulletins entitled "Making Lamp Shade Patterns" and IIMaking
Simple Lamp Shades". These.were used by the Agent and.leaders in
work Jleetings in the various conmunities. Correct lighting and
lamp shade schools, were conducted with all organized groups •
.
On :March 8th of this current year, the Agent was in charge or a
request meeting on the making of lamp shades for a group of Wellton
vicinity WODen.. It took the form of a demonstration using a lamp
shade brought by one of the wanen for actual recovering. A pat­
tern was made and fitted and the shade cut, puncbad and the lacing
started. Miss Ryan's directions were given out and reviewed. The
lamp shade was
Hane Demonstration clubs have been working with upholstery and
slip covers for many years, so tmre is a good amount of experienc­
ed information on the subject in all communities. Because of a
full program, tbe Agent new J,ersonally supervises work JIeetings
only when it is to maintain standards.
Far the part four years, hanemakers have been increasingly inter-
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ested in the making of draperies. This has doubtless come about
through the distribution of the bulletin "Tailor Your Draperies",
by Miss Grace Icy"an. The Homemaker Council. has requested a Leader
meeting 'With the State Specialist on making draperies during 1956.
Sub ProJect C - Econanics
The Econanic phase of the Hane Management program has been a part
of all project work in ·the County. During 1949, it was separated
for special consideratton when Miss Ryan, Home Management Special­
ist was in charge of a leader meeting on buying techniques, the
subject or which was "Outwitting the Dollar". Miss Ryan left a
kit for the use at leaders in presenting the program and the neet-
. ing was subsequently given back to all organized groups. While re­
sults have been intangible and no attempt has been made to reduce
them to mathematical proportions, there has undoubtedly been much
spread of influence and still continues to be.
In 19.51, a very important Hane Management project was initiated by
Miss Ryan. It was work in "Laundry .thods1t and began with leader
meetings in Februar,y.
By special request One of these meetings was held in the Rall. iiell­
ton area and the al;her was held in the vicinity of Yuma in the
South GUa Valley.
In both cases, the neeting began with a w'ool blanket washing de­
monstration, using the latest method developed for proper care or
blankets. It was really a. report by Miss Ryan on the research on
washing woolens which has brought practical procedure changes.
This proved of great interest to all the leaders present. It is
interesting to note that the particular brand of water softener
used in the demonstration was not to be found on our local markets.
HONever, because of urgent requests, it was stocked in one of our
leading' groceries and has had a large sale ever since. It is nG"l
on the shelves of all the large grocery stores in tam.
In the afternoon, the flUlctions of water softeners and detergents
were further developed. The leaders tested for hardness samples
of water Which they had brought. Tl'ere was an explanation of
built and unbuUt soaps and synthetics With a classified list of
different brands. The blanket washed in the morning, was combed
after drying with the results that the blankets looked like brand
new ones.
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This work on Laundry Methods has been particularly helpful fer
Yuma County, where hard water is a big problem. The Agent and
leaders have presented the work to all organized groups. Everyone
has been enthusiastic about the value of the subject matter :pre­
sented. To the Agent IS knovledge, more than f'orty blankets were
washed follC1Ning the demonstration procedure in 1951.
A questionnaire this current Fall shoved that there is nOR wide­
spread use of Miss Ryan's method fOr washing wool blankets, that
hanemakers have adopted the practices to the place that it's now
a camnonplace and that Hane demonstration club members are .con­
ditioning their wash water more intelligently. This current year,
the printed bulletin Ir.wash Your Blankets", University of Arizona
Circular #215 written by Grace Ryan, has.served as review of' the
subject in all canmunities •
.
A specdal, leader meeting for clubs in the Nortmrn part of the '
County was held November 4th of 1954. Miss Ryan was in charge and
the sub ject was "Short Cuts in Ironing". 'ij{hile the work centered
around the ironing of men's shirts, the :nethod being used by the
wanen in contrast to the nethod. worked out at Ohio State Univer­
sity, ma.ny labor saving techniques were demonstrated. Copies of
Circular #206, University or Arizona "A Easy ·Way to Iron a Shirt",
were left for follOW' up :ueetings. It _ is estimated that seventy-_
five homemakers have improved
.
practices in ironing as a result of
this meting.
January 29 and 30 of 1953 was sperrb by the Agent in company with
Jo Parrill, Wanan Editor ,of the Arizona Farmer. They toured Yuma
Valley fran tl:e Crane area to and including Gadsden and some of
the Yuma-Mesa in tl:le interest of the use homema1ers were making of
their 'hODS freezers.
Later in the year, articles appeared in the Arizcma Farmer, writ­
ten by Jo Perrill and featuring this survey.
On February 24th, 25th and 26th of 1954 Joo Ferrill again visited
in Yuma COWlty, this ti.n:e in the interest of the Hare Demonstra­
tion club progran. Iri company with the Agent, hone visits were
made in the North Gila, South Gila, SOIll9rton, Gadsden, Yuma-Mesa,
Mohawk Valley, Wellton, Snyder Ranch. A number or feature artic1es
in the Arizona Farmer resulted.
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. During this current year· of 1955, Miss Grace Ryan again responded
to the request of Haoo Maker.Clubs as expressed in their County
Council Flaming �eting. Again she was scheduled in the County
in November which neans that results in spread of influence ccnnot
be canputed until next year. HOW'ever, a very fine piece of work
was done With a Leader neeting in the Southern part of the County
and another Leader meeting in the Northern part of the COlUlty.
ifhile her over all subject was "Easier Housework" yet because of
the varied interests of WCDm in the Soutrern and Nortmrn parts
ot the county, Miss Ryan handled the subject . differently far
two groups. In too first meeting the work centered around work
simplification from a health standpoint. Seven short demonstra­
tions were set up and presented sharing such prinCiples as using
the right tool, placing equipmnt Within easy reach, simplifying
or leaving out unnecessary motions, correct posture whe.n worldng,
etc. In the Northern part or the County, the leaders tested the ir
irons for evenness of heat and accuracy at tl'ermostats. They also
worked on correct bed making. For both meetings Miss Ryan left a
kit to be used in follar up meetings and there is no doubt but that
the workwill be given back to all organized groups in tl'e County.
"While Hane Management and Home Furnishings are specaal, interest
subject and 'as such are chosen by a ratmr select' group or hane­
makers ratter thim all club members, yet there is evidence that
more and more hanemakers are using Extension material on the sub­
jects.
In January or this 1955 year, three Home Demonstration clubs feat­
ured programs on Haoo Improvement including a colored movie fran
Modern Talking Picture Service entitled "Background of Hans Decora­
tion" • The lIline ograph material on Care of Carpets prepared by Miss
Ryan.was in real demand. There were requests for it by telephone,
by office call as well as at club meetings.
In February a good program on Rug Making developed in the northern
part of the County. The Agent requested help from Miss Ryan and
she sent a kit of illustrative material and bulletins. As a result
more than twenty rugs were made by club members and maey of these
were exhibited at the County Fair.
In May, the Hane Demonstration Agent was in charge or a television
program. She chose the subject of VW'ashing Washable Woolens using
as background material the bulletin of Miss Grace Ryan, Circular
1/215 tf�V'ash Your Blankets". This program was very well received •
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Christmas, 1954, brought requests for a Hane Furnishing demonstra­
tion as well as for ones on foods and clothing that is:
A Yuma Mesa Garden Club requested a demonstration of Christmas
Candle making. Accordingly the Agent got together materials and
leaflets for making glo-candles and gave the demonstration at their
Christmas party neeting on December 6. The Agent afterwards bas
five reports of candlea being made follCWing. directions given at
the meting. The work was very well received.
4-H Club Viork
.'hen Miss Ryan was in the County in 1951, she s�nt one day in
consultation with all 4-H leaders who were leading in Hane Manage­
ment and Heme Furnishings projects. The meeting took the form of
a luncheon at the hOIl'e of the Agent •. Ten leaders were present •.
Miss Ryan had prepared sane very good illustrative material and
there was a very careful discussion of procedures for carrying on
projects. Tl:e leaders took part freely and expressed themselves
as having a much better understanding of what to do.
In November of 1953, during Miss Ryan's visit to Ywna County, ad­
vanced girls carrying Hans Furnishings projects and their leaders
were invited to the Agent's hane for a meeting on project material.
}fiss Ryan brought with her a ld.t of illustrative material, Which
was supplemented with a kit on second year projects loaned to the
Agent by Laurayne Ke'nneey, Assistant Agent in Maricopa County. All
present received much benefit from this meeting. Another meeting
with the Agent was scheduled for the latter part of December. At
the neeting, were ten 4-H Hane Furnishing girls and three leaders.
These meetings were helpful, both for 1954 completions and far ex­
hibits at our 19.54 County Fair.
Heading the list of accomplishments for 19.51 is that of' Sandra
Gaines. She did a very· successful job of re-decorating her CMll
room. including walls, floor and furnishings. &r color schene was
unusually good and she warlmd with a small expmditure of money.
She won the right to represent the County in the Hane Improvemnt
Contest. &r record was sent into the State Office, where she won
the State Contest •. She was a 1951 delegate to tIe 4-H Club Congress
in Chicago.
'
Heading the list of accomplisllm3nts for 1952 and 1953, was that of
Joan Koogler. In 1952, she chose as l:er spacial work, converting
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a porch into a combination bedroom and stuc%r for mrself. As
tiDe for the Junior Agricultural Fair approached, she worked out
a demonstration. to tell what she had done and sane of the things
she had learned. The title of the demonstration was "Using Color
in the Haoe It. H9r illustrative material was unusually well sel­
ected and her presentation was outstanding. Atter the Junior Ag­
ricuJ.tural Fair, the Agent sought out a number 0:£ places for Joan
to give the demonstration, including the Zonta Club of Ywna and
three different HODe Demonstration clubs. At the. Round-up, Joan
was given a very high score and on invitation repeated mr demon­
, stration for a :oeeting of all the Hane Econanics demonstrators. .
During 1953, Joan remodeled and re-decorated the living roan at
her hane with excellent results. She again gave a demonstration.
This time, she worked up four basic color harmonies;
1. Neutral
2. One color
3. Canplementary
4. Analogous.
She won the right to demonstrate at the Round-up, where she re­
ceived a scare of 100 by both judges. -V'illen Joan submitted her re­
cord to the State Office she won the State Hane Furnishing Contest.
She was a 1953 dele gate to the 4-H Congress in Chicago.
In 1954 Joan teamed with Rosalie Robles for a demonstration en­
titled "Decorating Our Roan At Colle gao. The girls won on the
County and State levels agai. n, receiving a score of °100 by both
judges at the Round-up. As Freshmen at the University last fall,
the girls are roanmates and have decorated their roan folloong
the plan of their demonstration.
It is worthy to note that six years ago Joan was one of a team
demonstrating clothes clOset arrangement at the Fair and that fran
then on she gathered material and thought of plans.
One of our 4-H club girls, Marilyn Carlisle, has done an outstand­
ing job re-doing her own roan last year and this. The room is
small, but she has successfully worked it out as a multi-purpose
roan for sleeping, dressing, study and sewmg. With the assistance
of her father, she has built very useful and attractive storage
areas for clothes, books, sewing machine, etc. She has repainted
the entire room, including the inside of cupboards, etc , , using
her drapery fabric as her color key of soft rose and blue. The
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room is very fresh and restfuJ. looking as well as being very
"pretty". Marilyn was Yuma County's entry in the State Roan Im­
provement Contest this . last October. She was chosen a delegate
to the 4-H Congress where she is as this report is being written.
Her sponsor is the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway and her
Roam Improvement work helped win the trip far her. Marilyn is
also to be given a scholarship by the Santa Fe.
This swnmer of 1955 saw real advance in interest in 4-H Haze Fur-"
nishing wark. Vlhile in every instance girls were aware that they
. must finish their project requirenents, still during the summer
they chose to work on hanemade furniture. Apple boxes were used
as material. These they took to pieces, sanded and then have made
dressing tables, desks, booksbe.lves , night stands, stools, wall
brackets. These were all planned for a definite need and to fit
a special. place in their room. Sane very good looking things have
been made and the giz-Ls iare very enthusiastic about it all.
In September, the Agent asked the Busy Women 4-H Club to shaN
their furniture in a television program. It proved to be a very
popular program. It was called "An Apple Box: Revue It • Among fur­
niture shown were study desks, bookcases, wall shelves, lamp tables,
and dressing tables.
This swnmer and Fall tIE Agents have assisted Leaders With pictur�
framing work. Five clubs have been serviced and the 4-H members
have framed some very nice picture s ,
On September 29th an Electric Project Leader Conference was held
in Yuma. at· which the new farm and Home Electric Education Program
being sponsored by the Arizona Public Service Company in coopera­
tion with the Agricultural Extension Service of the University of
Arizona was explained. Taking part in the meeting were rePresen­
tatives fran the state and county: Public Service offices; Mr.
Ted We1chert; l'i.r. Rex Milhollen; Miss Grace Ryan fran the State
Extension Staff; the Yuma Oounty 4-H Extension Staff; 4-H Leaders
from throughout the County. We were sorry that mare of Yuma Coun­
ty's leaders were not able to attend. HONever, quite a little gen­
eral interest both at the conference and since is being evidenced.
The project should serve a real need in the years ahead.
.
The Gadsden Homemakar Club had a meeting on yard improvement dur­
ing October. The Agen� secured Mrs. Esther Allen of ·Y1.UDa to be our
guest speaker , She gave a very helpful talk on things to remember
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in planting and grCM'ing ·plants and shrubs. There was a very fine
round table discussion and the neeting should bring good results
in beautification of hones and surroundings.
XVIII Community Activities
Sub Project A - Related Agencies
The advent of the County Fair in 1953 changed sanewhat Ho.ne De­
monstration work nth related agency. It can be said that no
agencies have dropped their support of activities, but that ad­
justments have been made to lOOet the needs of the time. . High on
the list of supporting organizations are the Yuma and Sanerton
Chambers or Canmerce and the Yuma County Farmer.
Sub Project B - Con£erences
Conferences attended without the County have been as folla«s:
Dec. 13-18 - Annual. Extension Conference - Tucson
Feb. 21 - Television Short Course - Tucson
March 1-3- 4-H Service Training Conference - Tucson
March 23 - Maric opa County Fair - Phcenix
May 17-19 - SalVing Machine Clinic - Douglas
June ].-3 - State Hane Demonstration Conference - Tlicson
Aug. 8-13 - State 4-H Camp - Prescott
Aug. 22-26 - 4-H Round-Up - Tucson
Aug 22-26 - 4-H Leaders Conference - Tucson
Sept. 1 - "Know Har Clinic" - Arizona Public Service - Phcenix
Sept. 14-17 - Yavapai County Fair - Prescott
Oct. 13-14 - Graham County Fair - Safford
The 40th Annual Extension Conference was held December 14 to 17 on
the University of Arizona Canpus With six general sessions and one
Hone Demonstration Agent session. Speakers were largely chosen
fran county level' staffs. In addition, specdal, speakers included
Director Pickrell; President Harvill; Mildred Yieigley V{ood of
Phcenix Union High School; Graham v{right, State Leader of Boys and
Girls Club work; Joe McClelland, Information Specialist; Steve
Bixby, Arizona Cattle Grower's Association; John E. Spurlock, Farm
Advisor of Sacrazoonto County, California.
.
JJr. Spurlock spoke at three general sessions and at the Hane De­
monstration Agent session and in each instance, he gave a real
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message for successful analysis and procedure for too Extension
program both Agriculture and Hane Econanics. Mrs. Wood. discussed
inspiring1.y patterns of family living. All in all, .tbis Agent
·feels the entire conference the most helpful of any for many years
past.
The teleVision school was called for Monday, February 21st. It
was occasioned by an increase in television programming both fran
tm State office and fran COQIlty artices. ltr. v�illiam H. Tanlin­
son, Producer-Coordinator WKAR-TV, Michigan State College,.was the
featured speakar ,
.
Ie spoke fran a wealth of experience dividing
the types of programs as tollovs:
1. Method. Demonstrations
2. Illustrated Reports·
3. Interviews
The ground rules for good production were as follovs:
1. Motion - move slCM'ly and deliberately
2. Position - stay on target 15 to 20 seconds
3. Flar - easy
4. Avoid clutter
In dress pastels, light blues and greens are good. YellO'( appear-s
as white. Grey scale has 1 to 10 or white to black. Don It include
over four values. Hal.ots are a lighting problem.
In sUl'lDll.8rY, he gave the follaring: Find out the color environ.n:ent
in which you will appear. Avoid colors that will offer too high
a contrast to this enviromrent. Adopt the happy middle-of-tbe­
road approach in dressing - don It wear whites on blacks because of
the extremity. On the other band, donlt wear everything in the
same shade of grey. Get good contrast. separation and texture, but
don It· go overboard.
The In-Service Training Conference at the University was very help­
ful. At its close, we felt that Mr. Graham Wright, our new State
4-H Club Leader, was really one ot us and that 4-H Club work must
advance under his guidance. In all there were two general sessions,
three Hane Demonstration Agent sessions and one evening spent at nA
Party with a Purposetl• At too first general session, we had a pre­
miere shOWing of the .4-H Club· movie "The Town That Cane Back". It
. is excellent and one that Yuma County can use to very good advcn tage •
At present the length of time it can stay in the county makes it not
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feasible to use.
The werkshops at tm Home Demonstration Agent sessions were very
b91�ul. This Agent was particularly glad fer the opportunity or
making Pattern-fabric-Findings judging sets in Miss Church's work­
shop. It was the thin we lve needed in the county and is much bet­
ter done cooperatively than individually.
The work with lampshades in Miss Ryan's workshop was particularly
lelpful because too Agent had a request neeting in the county the
follOlling week and it had been sometime since she had neetings on
the subject. We plan to do work in this field with 4-H girls dur­
ing the summer.
On March 23rd, th9 Agent judged clothing for the Maricopa County
4-H Fair. This was a very interesting experience and the Agent
would like to comp1inmt the County on both the quality and quan­
tity of work entered. There must have been approximately a thou­
sand entries which told. of very good suF9rvision and leadership
as well as good wcrk on: the part of 4�H'ers.
The Sewing Machine Clinic held in Douglas May 17 to 19 was attend­
ed by the Assistant Home Demonstration Agent. Miss &len Church,
State Clothing Specialist, was in charge. The tilOO was spenf in
cleaning and adjusting sewlng machine s or different make s • It was
a very in£or.mative and successful clinic.
The State Hone Demonstration Conference reld at the University
June 1 to 3 inclusive was called to order at 1:30 p.m. in the Stu­
dent Union Building at the University. The theme of the conference
was to exam; ne the "Home Visit" phase of Hooe Demonstration work
and to determine ways in which it can be made more effective. A
tentative guide for a Record of the Home Visit was presented, was
studied, and was adapted to local programs. Too resulting form
can be typed or printed on an 8" x 5" card by using both sides of
the card. It was decided that these. cards should be tabulated and
filed (a) when extension is involved in a long time project with
the hanemaker (b) when the Agent is contacting a prospectdve leader
(c) When the Agent is contacting a woman who has requested infcrma­
tion.
Miss Jean Stewart State Leader led the discussion 1I��bat do we want
to accomplish in the Home Visit1" Mr. HONard Baker, Assistant
Director spoke on "Farm Living Conditions". Miss Grace Ryan, Home
Managem3�t Specialist, discussed "Standards and Levels of Living".
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The morning of the second day was spent doing hone visit, role
pla�ring fashion C1irected by Mr. Graham Wright, State 4-H Club
Leader.
All in. all it was a very worthWhile conference and helped to de­
termine ways in which Home Demonstration work can be made more
effective.
A total of 60 4-H Club members from Yuma County attended the State
4-H Club Camp near Prescott. They were chap3roned by the Assistant
Hone Demonstration Agent and the Assistant County Agent. Camp ac­
tivities were patterned after previous years. A very successful
camp resulted.
Events of the 4-H Round-Up, August 22-26 have been previously told.
At the 4-H Leader Conference held in conj"Wlction with the Round-Up,
Yuma County was represented by the follOW'ing H� Econanic leaders:
Mrs. C. D. Barry, . Yuma Mesa Cook & Chuckle Club; Mrs. Mae Baldridge,
Hane Econanist for the Parker Indian Service; Mrs. Pete Bobersky,
Crane Snip & Sew Club; Mrs. Marie Cobb, Roll Busy Bees club; Mrs.
Lucinda Cross, Parker Stitch and Ditch club; Mrs. Jom Golden, Ywna
Mesa Busy Wanen's club;. Mrs. June �yers, Wellton Desert Queen's
Club; Mrs. Tan RUShin, Yuma. Mesa Busy Women1s Club; Miss Charlotte
Salyer, Sanerton Junior Homemakers Club; Mrs. Dick Wright, Roll
Busy Bees Club. This is the largest adult delegation ever to at­
tend an Annual Leaders coD.ference fran Y-wna County. As well as
attending the conference, they were a big help with the Round-Up
delegation.
The month of September began with a trip to Phoenix to attend the
"Know HeM" Clinic'" sponsored by the Hane Econcmics Canmittee of the
Pacific Coast Electrical Association. The place of meting was
the Arizona Public Service Company Auditorium in Phoendx , Various
phases of electrical equipment operation and use were discussed
under such titles as Ifwatts My L�", "Take Them for a Cleaning
and Love It" and "Dial Drying" demonstrating the electric washing
machine and.dryer; "Elbon Grease" demonstrating the dishwasher;
�"Range of Ideas" demonstrating the electric range; "Until Called
For", the electric refrigerator; "Don It Do It The Hard ·."Iay", "Mrs.
Weaey Wash", "Stay Appealing", soaps, synthetics, and other laundry
aids. There were four panel. discussions during the day. It was a
day full of very useful and practical knarledge for Hane Economics
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Extension workers. There was film "Better Than Kings" sharing mod­
ern methods of' home lighting. The Agent was very appreciative f'or
.the opportunity or attending.
The visits o£ the Agent to the Yavapai and the Graham County Fairs
were made as an official judge of 4-H and Adult Hane Econanic� ex­
hibits. Both Fairs were very succesarul, and the judging experdence
very pleasant.
Conferences within the County during the current year have been
nmnerous in order to plan and carry through such programs as the
.
County Fair, etc. illustrative of these is the follaNing:
On May 25th a luncheon meeting was called for all Fair SU];:erinten­
dents at Clyner I s Tea Roan. The order of the day was to discuss
the operation of the third annual Fair with a view to making re­
cOUllJendations for the Fair next year. Jvfr. Frank Deason was intro­
duced as the new.full time Fair manager. A good many problems
. developed for the Wanen's division of the Fair. Atter discussion,
it was decided to hold monthly neetings of the division I s Superin­
tendents with the Hane Demonstration Agent and Mr. Deason as ex
officio nembers. The first neeting was scheduled for Monday, June
6th.
.
To plan for this neeting, Mrs. Lillie McCain Smith and the Agent
met and drew up an Agenda. Among other things, the following
standing camnitteas were planned:
Hane Econanics Division Fair Superintendents· Camnittee Appointments
in preparation for the Fourth Annual County F'air, April, 1956.
Publicity •••••••••••••.•• . . . . . • Viillie Patrick
Mary Cuming
1. Work out what is needed.
2. Prepare a chronological list.
3. Determine publications to use.
4. Prepare news items.
5. Television program once a month.
Awards • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • France s Hardy
Mary Lou Shively
1. Make recommendations for system of judging.
2. Establish point awards and publish in Fair book.
3. Prepare a sweepstakes book.
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Judging • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • Jean Datley
Marie Laputka
1. Decide on qualifications for judges.
2. Decide number of judges.
3. Make recommendations on judging personnel.
Organizations Contact • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Bernice Czajkowski
Nella Gaines
1. Prepare a list of all organizations in Yuma County.
2. Contact all organizations (letter or personal) in
the interest of Hane Econanics Fair entries.
3. Formulate a list or helpers for the Fair.
4. SclEdule helpers.
Pramum. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Elaine Duke
Elizabeth Segulja
1. Secure prizes as an incentive for organization
participation.
2. Secure sweepstakes prizes.
Rally Day ••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lillie McCain
Smith
,
Marie1 Hopkins
Mary Lou Shively
Frank Deascn
1. Plan Rally Day Tea for distribution of Fair
Books. Guests to be Yuma County Club vWomen.
2. Prepare special invitations.
3. Act as program and refreshment canmittee.
At the June neeting, the group voted to affiliate with the Nation­
wide Crochet'Contest put on by the Naticnal Needlecraft Bureau,
Inc. On June 23rd" the Agent shared a television program with
Mrs. Lillie McCain Smith, :Mrs. Willie Patrick and Mr. Frank Deason
(newly appointed Executive Secretary or the Fair). The Agent acted
as moderator,- the purpose was to acquaint homemakers with the Fair
program. The Agent has received many favorable camnents.
In July a television program to stimulate interest in canning for
Fair entries was planned by the Agent in conjunction with Fair Super­
intendents. This program, wren given, met with quite a little fav­
orable cOlDlll3nt. As nearly as can be determined at this tim, it is
'accomPlishing its purpose.
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18. New lots - unfilled cream purfs - cheese cake - enchiladas,
not three but plate of - tamales, not three but plate or -
tortillas and tacos, keep three as previous.
19. Add wanan's suit tailored - add wanan's coat tailored - add
appliqued - to squaw dresses.
Other than the above, conferences within the County can be divid­
ed into:
1. Planning meetings within adult and 4-H
work organizations •.
2. Cooperative meetings with outside organi­
zations.
In the former should be mentioned committee meetings for planning
year books as 'Well as individual IIeetings of Hane DemOllStration
clubs. These have taken place ·fran tim to tine during the year
as the need has arisen. Each month has seen fran one to four
such meetings. In 4-H club work, trere have been meetings of the
County Council and County Leaders Conference in preparation for
County events.
.
Among c09perative metings with outside organizations may be men­
tioned. The Agent has been active in the Business and Professional
Wanen's Club, Zonta Club and Delta Kappa. Gamma society. Sb! is a
1955 District Director of B. & P. k� _ Clubs and as such planned and
presided over a District Conference held in Yuma November' 20th.
Such contacts have furnished opportunity to work with wanen who
Mlp actively with the Home Demonstration program.
.
The Agent is also constantly using such organizations as a means
of spread of influence of Extension teachings.
Sub Project C - Publicity
Publicity may be classified under three beadings as follovrs: news­
paper, television, circular and m:i.ne ographed letters.
1952, saw a change in newspaper publicity_ UntU January of 1952,
the Yuma Dally Sun, Which is the local paper, gave regalar publici­
ty to 4-H club work as well as to otb!r activities of the Extension
program. The Home Demonstration Agent shared With other stafr mem­
bers or the County Agricultural Agent I s Office, a farm. page appeer-­
ing each week in the paper. The Agent also contributed to a weekly
column, which was sent by the County Agent's Office to the Somerton
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Sub Project C - Publicity (oont.)
Star, a paper published each ¥\'ednesday and with wide circulation
in Sonerton, Gadsden and surrounding valleys.
In January- of 1952, tIe Yuma County Farmer came into being. Since
then, t:m Agent has contributed a weeldy column in the Farmer,
which is used to dispense subject matter as well as news items.
The KIVA television station opened the latter part of October 1953
and represents Yuma County's only outlet for television programs.
During too current year, the Agent has been � charge of eleven
fifteen minute programs.
There have been lIlim30graphed newsletters sent to all the mailing
list. In addition, there has been a 4-H newsletter published
cooperatively by tm Assistant County Agent and the Hane Demon­
stration Agents.
Sub Project D - Achievement Days
Achievement Days have been discussed earlier in this report. A
successful Pre Fair was held for Parker and vicinity attended by
the Assistant Hone Demonstration Agent and the Assistant County
Agricultural Agent. Miss Madeline Barley, Hane Demonstraticn at
Large made the trip to Parker, also, to be an official judge.
A County 4-H Demonstration &lp Day was held on January 22nd at.
tb3 Rood Canmunity Center. This was well attended. During the
week preceding the Agent wrote and had l'lliln3ographed, material for
distribution on helps in choosing a demonstration.
Of' first importance during 1955 undez Recreaticn was the 4-H Bar­
becue to celebrate the dedication of the new Danestic EXhibits
Building at the Fair Grounds the evening of March 5th. This has
been told previously in this report and will not be reported. hare •
In observation of National Hone Demonstration week, May 1st through
the 7th, the follC7Ning was done:
V\ anen in the Homemaker Clubs were alerted to listen to radio prog­
rams and there was a brief discussion of past accomplishments in
Y'WI1a County.
.
The Agent contacted the programs director or the local television
station, KIVA. She gave him the slides which came from the University
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Sub Project D - Achievement Days (cont.)
and the
. accanpany-ing scripts. These were used on three occasions
during the week.
The Agent wrote a column for the Yuma County Farmer, which was
published in the April 28th issue.
During the past several years, 4-H club recreation has received
impetus over previous years. Particularly is this true for the
older youth groups. Meetings have included a feriod for singing
and for folk dancing. Events leading up to this, are briefly as
tollows:
For the first tine in Yuma County, a 4-H Recreation School was
reld for the purpose of training leaders in recreation leadership.
Dates for the school were December 12-14, 1949.
'
Miss Jane Farwell, nationally knosn recreation School Specialist
franWisconsin, directed the school. \�-hile Only sixteen leaders
were actually enrolled there were a total of thirty-eight leaders
and Junior leaders who benefited from one or more meetings. Trey
represented a total of six communities. Miss Fa:n'fell made the work
fit the requested needs of the leaders with too result that more
than sixty ganes from mixers, contest' and team games, 'small group
gane s , school roan. ganes to various musical ganes were taught.
Since the Recreation School, there has been marked improvement in
Recreation Leadership in all communities.
In 1951, 1952 and 1953 at tre 4-H Leader conference in Flagstaff
recreation was stressed. In 1951, Mrs. Mary Joslin was Recreation
Leader and ste did an e;xcellent job in teaching recreation leader­
ship. In 1952, Mrs. Izola Parker did a similar thing.
In 1953, Israel C. Heston, Recreation SJ;ecialist from Utah State
Agricultural College, was in charge. Yuma County leaders have
greatly benefited from these three years of training.
One cannot be a Home Demonstration Agent in one County for twenty
years without making many contacts that serve to stimulate camnu­
nity lile, recreational and otherwise. Hence many services have
been rendered which, in themselves, may not warrant mention, but
Which have together been a real positive factor.
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As in previous years, the outlook for Hane Demonstration Work in
Yuma County seems to be one of comparative security, because the
things which the work has to offer are tinely and: needed in the
opsz-atdon of hones •.
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